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o the Serious Fraud Office is
prosecuting elderly businessman
Allan Hubbard on more than 50
‘fraud’ charges associated with the way
he ran his investment companies? We’ve
purposely stayed away from investigating
the Hubbard story until the dust settles, but
news of charges finally being laid reminded
me of another big case: The Winebox.
Back in the 1990s, a box-load of tax haven
documents dropped in the laps of myself and
MP Winston Peters. As I began to investigate
the transactions I found some that were so
carefully constructed that only a handful of
people knew how the deals really worked.
One key transaction was the Magnum
deal. According to one set of documents,
Magnum deposited $34 million with a tax
haven bank named European Pacific, in the
expectation it would be paid $4 million in
interest a year later.
Now, European Pacific was secretly owned
by merchant bankers Fay Richwhite & Co,
Brierley Investments and the BNZ, but as the
Magnum deal stood they were going to lose
$2 million on the transaction. Just to make
this point crystal clear: the official Magnum
deal documents described a deal where the
bank was guaranteed to lose $2 million, and
knew it when they approved the deposit.
What kind of bank does a deal like that?
But there was a secret trapdoor in the deal.
An entirely separate set of documents was
drawn up which manufactured two fake Cook
Islands tax certificates worth $2 million. European Pacific Bank could use those tax certificates to get a $2 million refund from the New
Zealand IRD – courtesy of the taxpayer.

All of this was well hidden. Disguised in
transaction documents no one was supposed
to find, let alone be able to link up to the
original Magnum deposit documents.
So we had evidence of a $2 million fraud
using fake Cook Islands tax certificates, we
had evidence the people behind the transactions had gone to great lengths to hide the
intricate and illegal details in a string of
apparently separate transactions, and we
had evidence that the company doing this
was the pet project and piggy bank of some
of New Zealand’s top business leaders.
The Serious Fraud Office, which reckons it has found deliberate fraud in the
Allan Hubbard case, swore and declared in
the mid-1990s that it could find “no conscious dishonesty” in any of the Winebox
transactions.
Even if the deals were fraudulent, said
the SFO, unless it could be proved that the
participants “knew” they were doing wrong,
it would be a waste of taxpayers’ money
prosecuting them. They refused, point blank,
to prosecute.
In 2010, the NZ Government stormed
into Allan Hubbard’s businesses, stripped
them and began flogging them off to
people who arguably stood to benefit financially from Hubbard’s downfall. People
with conflicts of interest were involved
in the process, and now the force of the
State is directed at branding Hubbard a
criminal. Maybe he is. Maybe he isn’t. But
I have a nagging feeling that the old boys’
network is involved somewhere, and ‘legality’ depends on who you know, not what
you did.
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Richard Prosser

The second-rate junk locos we
purchased from China only two years ago are
breaking down and falling apart already.
The New Zealand-assembled engines
they replaced had done thirty years of

eyes right

sterling service
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Exporting NZ jobs

I

had a tub-thumping, fire-and-brimstoney-type, Law and Order rant planned
for this month, but it’s going to have to
wait. There are more pressing matters afoot,
and I’m angry again. Very Angry, with
Capital Letters. KiwiRail have announced
plans to lay off 40 workers from the Hillside
Road Workshops in Dunedin, plus another
thirty-odd from Wellington, on the heels of
news that the contracts for building 300 new
flat-bed freight wagons, as well as the new
locomotives for the Auckland rail system,
have been awarded to Chinese State-owned
rail company CNR.
KiwiRail’s own workshops are not going
to be allowed to build these new assets, or
even tender for the job, because KiwiRail
and the Government have decided in their
wisdom that it will be both faster and more
economic to have the Chinese Communist
regime do it instead. Rather, local tradesmen
and engineers will be relegated to performing maintenance and upgrade work on
the cheap nasty rubbish we have chosen to
import, in place of the quality product our
own people would have turned out. New
Zealanders, it would seem, are only permitted to paint their wagons, not to construct
them in the first place.
As far as your favourite commentator
is concerned, this goes beyond stupidity,
short-sightedness, ideology-driven mismanagement, or any of the other crimes
of ignorance or incompetence our various
Governments have been guilty of these past
several decades. To my mind this counts as
treason. Transport Minister Steven Joyce
claims that KiwiRail must be free to make

its own commercial decisions. I say rubbish.
Frankly I’m disgusted and hugely disappointed to hear such comments from Joyce,
who has stood out, up until now, as one of
the very few shining examples of intelligence, common sense, fairness and reason,
amidst the sea of ineptitude and mediocrity
which passes for Cabinet in this country. So
he isn’t the Minister responsible for KiwiRail, that being State-Owned Enterprises
Minister Tony Ryall, but you get my point.
KiwiRail is a wholly state-owned entity,
and the nation – via our Government – is
its only shareholder. We The People own the
Railways, and the Railways are beholden and
answerable to Us – and if they’re not, then
they bloody well should be.
This writer simply cannot fathom the
thought processes which go into a decision
by a Sate-owned, Government-controlled,
taxpayer funded company, to purchase
rolling stock from a foreign country simply
because it happens to be cheaper than the
local product at face value. There is more
involved in such procurements than just the
bottom line on some balance sheet. No-one
in authority, it would seem, has stopped to
consider the cost of not building KiwiRail’s
wagons in New Zealand.
A couple of years ago my home town,
Alexandra, had to grapple with the issue of
increasing traffic volumes, and was faced
with choosing between the twin evils of a
roundabout, or a set of traffic lights, for its
largest intersection. The council’s consultants naturally favoured the traffic lights,
because they were slightly cheaper, and also
presumably because they made less sense

and fewer people wanted them.
The traffic lights – which would
have been Central Otago’s first –
would have stung the town around
$320,000 to install, about $300,000
of which was the cost of the hardware which had to be imported
from France. The roundabout,
conversely, came with a price tag
of around $350,000, almost all of
which would comprise payments
and wages to local contractors and
their workers, for labour, machinery, and a bit of locally sourced
concrete and tarmac and the like.
Yours Truly, along with plenty of
others, raised the question as to
how it could possibly be of greater
economic benefit to Alexandra to
send $300,000 to France, than it
could be to keep $350,000 in Central Otago. The well-attended
public meeting called over the matter saw it the same way, and
I am happy to report that on my last visit, Alex was busily constructing a second roundabout to complement the first.
The point here, for the benefit of the thickos who haven’t
grasped it already (they being the Government, its advisors, and
the media sycophants who support both), is that money spent
in the local economy stays in the local economy, providing jobs
and growth for New Zealanders and for New Zealand. Money
spent offshore stays offshore, providing jobs and growth for foreigners. Money spent in the local economy can be raised from
rates and taxes, while money spent overseas has to be sourced
overseas, from foreign exchange earned from exports, or by
borrowing from foreign banks, leaving us all in hock to foreign
moneylenders. Wages paid in New Zealand stay in New Zealand. Ordinary people spend them on ordinary things, keeping
businesses in business and keeping the economy moving.
When considerations such as the cost of foreign borrowing,
unemployment, and the downstream effects on domestic businesses are factored in, buying capital equipment overseas may
in fact turn out to be more expensive for the nation as a whole,
than manufacturing it locally. The only way this country is
going to drag itself out of the economic mire into which we have
been sliding these past thirty years is by reversing the mistakes
of our disastrous experiment with free market economics and
the globalist agenda it represents. We need to manufacture
things in New Zealand, we need factories and engineering
shops and real industry, employing people and teaching them
trades and skills, and adding value to our products. There is no
such thing as the Global Village. We need to look after our own.
Giving work to poorly-paid slave labourers in China’s Government-funded and controlled sweatshops, while our own skilled
engineers and tradesmen get dumped on the unemployment
scrapheap or disappear overseas, is not only morally repugnant,
it is economically insane.
The purists tell us that building rail wagons in Dunedin when
we can buy them more cheaply from China constitutes subsidis-

ing industry, which
of course We Must
Not Do. Why in God’s
name not? Every other
country on earth subsidises its industries, as
well as its farms, at that. By buying Chinese freight wagons and
locomotives we are only helping to support the Communist
Chinese Government’s subsidised manufacturing industry, and
putting our own people out of work as a result. If this makes
any more sense than buying French traffic lights when you can
build your own roundabout instead , I’d love for someone to
explain to me how.
According to the men tasked with maintaining them, the
second-rate junk locos we purchased from China only two years
ago are breaking down and falling apart already. Conversely,
the New Zealand-assembled engines they replaced had done
thirty years of sterling service. Is buying poor quality machinery from Asia really going to prove to be a lower-cost option?
Now here’s an idea; we could we create a subsidised locomotivebuilding industry, and export trains to the world – precisely as
China does.
So why, apart from deranged adherence to an unworkable
ideology which no other country in the world pays more than
lip service to, are we still being railroaded into buying cheap
and foreign, instead of building quality and local? Could it be
that there is some truth, after all, in the rumours that Chinese
money might be feeding into the National Party’s coffers via the
business connections of a former Prime Minister?
The business owners, the voters, the workers of New Zealand,
deserve better than lame excuses about “commercial decisions”
and other Ministerial cop-outs where our economic future
is concerned. The free market express is on a one-way trip to
nowhere, and I say it is time we hitched our wagon to an older
and more proven engine; the train of industry, supported by the
nation, to the benefit of everyone on board her.
Richard Prosser © 2011
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Old societies are always vulnerable.
Old societies running up debt levels of 200
percent of GDP in an attempt to jump-start
the economy before the clock runs out
are even more vulnerable
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Bred to extinction

W

hy is there no looting in
Japan?” wondered a headline in
the Daily Telegraph soon after
the tsunami. So did a lot of other folks. Various answers were posited:
The Japanese are a highly civilized people
– which would have been news to the 22
British watchkeepers on the island of Tarawa
who were tied to trees, beheaded, set alight,
and tossed in a pit less than 70 years ago.
Alternatively, Japan enjoys the benefits of
being an ethnically homogeneous society –
which didn’t prevent the ethnically homogeneous West Country of Britain from being
wracked by widespread thievery during the
floods of 2007.
Most analysts overlooked the most obvious
factor: Looting is a young man’s game, and
the Japanese are too old. They’re the oldest
society on earth. They have a world-record
life expectancy – nearly 87 for women. A
quarter of the population is over 65 – and
an ever growing chunk is way over. In 1963,
Japan had 153 centenarians; by 2010, it had
40,399; by 2020, the figure is projected to be
just under 130,000. This isn’t a demographic
one would expect to see hurling their walkers through the Radio Shack window and
staggering out under a brand new karaoke
machine only to keel over from a massive
stroke before they’ve made it through the
first eight bars of “I Will Survive.” Any looting in Japan’s future is likely to come from
rogue platoons of the “Yurina” – the wellnamed robot developed a year or two back
by Japan Logic Machine to help out at the old
folks’ home: Yurina can change your diaper
and then carry you over to the tub for an

assisted bath. But I would imagine we’re only
a half decade away from advanced-model
Yurinas that can unionize, negotiate unsustainable retirement packages, and rampage
through state legislatures menacing nonhumanoid politicians opposed to collective
bargaining.
Age is unjust. You’re in pretty good shape,
you’re sharp as a tack, you have a comfortable life in a nice neighbourhood – and then
you slip on the ice in the last weeks of winter,
and you never quite make a full recovery.
That’s Japan after the earthquake, and
tsunami, and nuclear accident. A month
ago, the land of the rising sun looked to be
arranging a more agreeable sunset than the
rest of the ever more geriatric West. It would
never again be the economic colossus of
the Eighties, and its loss of second place in
the global economic rankings to China was
a symbolic blow. Fifty percent of Japanese
women born in the Seventies are childless,
and in a decade the childless percentage of
the much smaller number of women born in
the Eighties will be even greater. But, unlike
Europe, Japan had no restive unassimilated
immigrant populations to complicate demographic decline, and it was managing its
descent into societal senescence with some
inventiveness: There are “cat cafés,” where
lonely seniors without grandchildren to coo
over can while away the afternoon enjoying
the sensual pleasure of stroking a kitten of
their choice; and prototype humanoids with
facial-expression-recognition technology
that can tell whether you want a cup of tea
or a tuna sashimi. Oh, sure, it all sounds a
bit creepy, but there are worse ways of end-
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When the earthquake strikes, who clears the downed electric lines from
the roads, pulls you from the rubble, supervises an orderly evacuation?
Young people. Where will they be when the 2025 tsunami washes in?
ing up than at the tender mercies of a robot nurse whose soft
flesh-like hands are less calloused than those of harassed British
NHS nurses, and, come to think of it, less prone to infectionspreading. Also, your robot-carer can be programmed to speak
the same language as you.
And then the tsunami hit. Old societies are always vulnerable.
Old societies running up debt levels of 200 percent of GDP in
an attempt to jump-start the economy before the clock runs out
are even more vulnerable. AP reporter Jay Alabaster captured
the scene at the Senen General Hospital in Takajo: The food and
medicine were kept on the ground floor and were lost when the
tide rushed in. Five days into the catastrophe, the stench from
waterless bathrooms in continuous use by the elderly choked
the building. Upstairs, four nonagenarians had died, and 120 of
their fellow patients huddled in the dark and cold without their
pills, their treatments, their monitors.
When the earthquake strikes, who clears the downed electric
lines from the roads, pulls you from the rubble, supervises an
orderly evacuation? Young people. Where will they be when the
2025 tsunami washes in? Can you make Yurinas that swim? Or

will the tide disable their circuits? Can they be programmed to
move you to higher ground? Or locate the aspirin cabinet the
earthquake tossed down the elevator shaft?
The tsunami has accelerated Japan’s date with demographic
destiny, as the economic downturn accelerated Europe’s. As for
America, the Taliban think that’s all about demography, too:
If a 50-year-old American mother has just one son, she doesn’t
want him in Afghanistan. If a 50-year-old Pashtun has five sons
plus a half dozen grandkids hard on their heels, well, you look
on these things a little differently.
Shortly after I came to live in New Hampshire, a local buttonholed me at the general store one morn and asked if I would help
out with Old Home Day or some such small-town event. “Yeah,
sure,” I replied, and fished out my chequebook. “No, no,” she said.
“We need warm bodies.” I don’t think I’d ever heard the phrase in
that context before: able-bodied persons who can actually do something. But she’s right. That hospital, like other buildings, withstood
the worst earthquake in history. But they’re short of warm bodies,
and whether Japan can withstand that remains to be seen.
Mark Steyn © 2011
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KILLING
them softly
THE LESSONS FROM THE DEATH OF DAVID GAYNOR
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K

ings College principal Bradley
Fenner runs his fingers through
his silver hair as the TV crews
make last minute adjustments
to their equipment. The dapper
Australian running one of New Zealand’s
premium scholastic addresses has had
more than his fair share of publicity in
the past 18 months, and nearly all of it for
the wrong reasons.
On his left and off to the side, the eagle
eyes of former TVNZ Breakfast producer
Liz Kirschberg scour the street for signs
of any other media. A mother with a
child at Kings, she’s stepped into the role
as PR-minder for the school as it grapples
with the fallout from yet another student
death – the fourth since 2009. She’s not
happy Investigate HIS magazine is still
around.
“I’m trying to protect Bradley,” she
exclaims. “He’ll do these TV interviews
but we are not speaking to Investigate
magazine today. We’ll decide later this
week whether we want to be part of the
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story you are doing. We’re telling all the
media the same thing.”
“It’s a public street,” we remind her.
I later discover Kings had endured a
run in with Metro Magazine last year,
which might have had a bearing on how
the school viewed print media.
“He got a bit huffy with Metro
magazine and withdrew access,” wrote
Michelle Hewitson in the Herald. “He
said, mildly, that he thought the article,
in the end, ‘wasn’t as bad as it might have
been’.”
To be fair to Fenner this crisp June
morning, he looks like a possum in the
headlights, being wheeled from interview to interview. He’s been on breakfast
radio. As I drive home that evening I’ll
hear him again on the ZB Drive show.
It’s the same question everyone wants
answered: what the heck happened? How
did a 17 year old go from the highlight of
the school’s social calendar to an hour
later being found splayed on the motorway underneath an overbridge?

“Were drugs involved?” TV3’s Tony
Reid asks Fenner. “I can’t comment on
that,” the principal demurs, batting away
that question-line. It’s fairly common
knowledge that drugs were involved, but
it’s a sensitive subject at a very sensitive
time. It’s clearly going to be a long week.
In the grounds of the college, its 950
pupils mingle quietly and go about their
business. Occasionally there’s a hug, and
there are plenty of sombre faces, but I see
no tears in public. Once an exclusively
male school, Kings now admits girls for
their final two years.
At one level, the death of David Gaynor
is not unique and not symbolic of a
problem confined only to Kings. New
Zealand has one of the highest rates of
teen suicide in the developed world. In
the time that four children have died
at Kings – one as a result of a medical
condition – thirteen teenagers in the
small Bay of Plenty town of Kawerau have
killed themselves. Yet their plight barely
rates a mention in national newspapers,

whereas the deaths of the social elite hit
the national psyche much harder.
A uniting feature of both tragic
cliques might be alcohol and drugs,
however. Medical studies have
increasingly shown teenage brains
are being fried by marijuana and
amphetamines. Throw in the lower
drinking age shepherded through
by Jenny Shipley’s National Government in the late 1990s, and you
have a recipe for Kids Gone Wild.
Which is exactly what we found
on Facebook.

M

ost of the Kings College students in David
Gaynor’s social network had
placed privacy barriers on their Facebook
pages. Most, but not all. Photos
obtained from some of those open
Facebook pages show senior Kings
girls drinking heavily at parties at
their homes.
In one photo, appearing to show
a student with a large marijuana
cigarette, David Gaynor himself
posted a question underneath,
asking if the cigarette was “dak”
– slang for cannabis. In another
photo, a Kings girl poses on a
benchtop with what appears to be
a similar cigarette nestled in her
cleavage.
It’s the photos of vast amounts
of alcohol being shared between a
small group of students, however,
that is perhaps most shocking. The
sheer numbers of ready-to-drink
vodka, methode champenoise,
wines and beers are something
to behold. The name tags on the
photos reveal the parties included
teens from a range of other
schools, including Baradene, Diocesan and Auckland Grammar.
While no alcohol was permitted at the Kings College Ball
itself, photos of a pre-ball party
hosted by former Fonterra boss
Craig Norgate have been placed
on Facebook, showing plenty of
alcohol was flowing in advance of
the dance.
As one mother with a daughter
at Kings told Investigate:
“It’s the ready-to-drink mixes
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Maybe it’s not just the alcohol, however. Maybe
part of the problem is expectations. At lower
decile schools the expectations are lower. At
Kings, it’s different. Parents pay $20,000 a year
to send their children out to the Otahuhu campus
that have glamorised alcohol. Vodka is
the drink of choice. Lord knows why. But
our problems [at Kings] are no worse and
no better than anyone else’s.”
Maybe it’s not just the alcohol, however.
Maybe part of the problem is expectations. At lower decile schools the expecta-
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tions are lower. At Kings, it’s different.
Parents pay $20,000 a year to send their
children out to the Otahuhu campus.
Alumni of the college include Crown
prosecutor Simon Moore, sporting greats
like former All Black Pita Alatini or
Olympic gold medallist Rob Waddell,

businessmen like David Richwhite or
performers like singer Elizabeth Marvelly
or actor Martin Csokas. Being caught
high on drugs might be embarrassing
at some schools, but at Kings – with its
place in the social pecking order – the
stakes are that much higher.
Of the four deaths since 2009, one boy
died in his sleep from a medical condition, another from an alcohol overdose,
and two lives ended underneath motorway bridges. When I finally catch up with
headmaster Bradley Fenner to discuss
David Gaynor’s passing he’s reflective.
“You move through different phases
following a tragedy, everybody responds
differently. There are some where the
impact is greatest right at the first
moment and others where it hits them
much later. There’s a big burden on the
staff as well, and we have counsellors
available for our staff too.
“I think one of the key steps in the
journey was the funeral on Wednesday…
quite an uplifting occasion in many
ways. And I think the words spoken by
our chaplain Warner Willder and also
by David’s father Brian – just speaking
plainly about what had happened and it
not being an answer – some hard talking
for the young people present, I think that
was very helpful too.”
It would be easy to assume that after
four funerals Kings pupils might be getting desensitised to death, but Fenner
rejects that. “There’s been no indication
of that. Each of these is an individual
tragedy in its own right, an individual
story, and you see that clearly in the individual responses of the students.”
Fenner says it helps that Kings is a
church school.
“One of the good things about being
a church school is that we do have a
language, we have a shared experience to
talk about. We have students and families
from every faith background, and a lot of
families with no faith background, but
I do think that through our programme
of worship and spirituality that there
is a respect and at least an awareness of
the possibility of there being more to life
than the material.
“So I think it is quite natural for our
students to turn in those directions. Let
me give you an example. Tuesday afternoon, the entire school – organised by

the prefects – formed up on the lawn outside Marsden House, which was David
Gaynor’s house, and they did the school
haka to the Marsden House boys as an
expression of solidarity for them.
“At the conclusion of that there was
absolute silence, and then the head boy
at Marsden House said his bit, then one
of sacristans, our senior chapel students,
led everybody in prayer. So there were all
these students standing there in absolute
silence, heads bowed, while he led everybody in prayer. It was a pretty special
moment.”

F

or Fenner though, what happened to
Kings student David Gaynor could
have happened anywhere, and he
fears for what is happening to today’s
teenagers. “We’ve got to have a good look
at the whole issue of drug use among
our students.” He says police are already
providing advice on drug detection and
punishment.
“I would see this more as related to the
unfortunate, misguided activities of a
number of our students, the number of
which we cannot determine at this point,
and recognise that this is an issue that
applies right across society.”
As if to reinforce the point, Fenner
quotes Nigel Latta and Australia’s
Michael Carr-Gregg, who have visited the
school over the last year and whose message was blunt:
“They’re certainly of the view,” says
Fenner, “that the pendulum over the last
10 years or so has swung too far away
from the kind of directive parenting that
we might have had, where our parents
were under no misapprehensions about
what was right for us and they told us,
and laid down the rules. They think we’ve
gone too far down the path of a liberal
approach in managing our kids and the
focus has been very much on keeping
teenagers happy, and that is not always
the best way and may not help them
develop coping skills and resilience.”
I speak to a teacher at another Auckland high school, in a poorer part of
town. She has a 16 year old daughter
attending the college she teaches at, and
admits that as a parent, she has to be
strict.
“We haven’t had the tragedies here that
Kings has had. We’ve had a couple of

In France, the legal drinking age was lowered
to 16, and teen alcohol consumption has risen
500% since 1996 because children as young as
12 are now regularly binge drinking and forming
an alcohol habit
funerals for two girls, one was killed in
a freak accident and the other when an
overtaking driver rammed her car. But
as for alcohol and drugs, yes, they are
everywhere.
“My daughter asks if she can go to her
friend’s party. ‘Will there be alcohol or
drugs there?’ She tells me ‘yes’, and I tell
her she simply can’t go. It just isn’t safe.”
The teacher is lucky her daughter is
honest. Her daughter is lucky her mother
has drawn a line in the sand. “She understands why I worry. She doesn’t like it,
but she understands.”
Fenner says the lessons from Kings’
experiences in the past year or so have
been put into an information booklet for
parents and teachers on what signs to
look for, and he sees a need to expand on
that. “We’re going to send a copy of that
booklet to every secondary school in the
country, and make the material available
to every school to use as they see fit.”
The Kings headmaster believes the best
outcomes for young people occur “when
school and home are working together”,
singing from the same songsheet. He sees
a role for schools collectively to begin
trying to turn the Titanic away from the
iceberg, to start edging away from liberalism in education to a firmer approach
with teens.
“The only positive out of this, is that
having these things on the front page of
the newspaper, and having informed,
quality, public debate about them is also
a good thing, because I think society’s
attitudes on this are changing.”
“As for this Kronic stuff that’s around
now, I can’t believe that even got onto
the shelves without being thoroughly
tested and put through proper processes.
I’m not an expert on these matters, but I
firmly believe that the greater and easier
the access to something, you can’t help
but see more problems from it.
“Michael Carr-Gregg told us that the

younger someone starts drinking, the
more likely they will develop an alcohol
problem. Some people point to certain
cultures where the kids have grown up
with a glass of wine with the meal, and
they say you see more responsible drinking there, but that is not here! I would
have to say, I have misgivings about any
sort of liberal approach in giving alcohol
to young people.”
Perhaps Fenner is right. Perhaps the
reason French kids are not getting tanked
is more to do with their overall culture,
rather than focusing on wine with the
meal and taking its significance out of
context. Or maybe the stories of sensible
drinking belong to a time long ago.
As if to reinforce his misgivings, in
April this year Italy’s national statistics
bureau released figures showing more
than 8.5 million Italians (out of a population of 60 million) binge drink (defined
as six drinks or more in the one session),
and 700,000 of those are 18 to 24 year
olds. The study showed 392,000 11-to-15
year olds drink alcohol on a regular basis.
The average Italian begins drinking at
the age of 12. And all of this is occurring despite a “zero tolerance” policy on
drink-driving.
In France, the legal drinking age was
lowered to 16, and teen alcohol consumption has risen 500% since 1996 because children as young as 12 are now regularly binge
drinking and forming an alcohol habit.
If the Mediterranean countries are
supposed to be the poster-children for a
lower drinking age in New Zealand, then
clearly they’re a failure.
It’s too late for any changes in teen
alcohol policy or education to bring back
James Webster or David Gaynor, but
Fenner – and teachers at other schools
– hope the government and parents will
have the collective cojones to face up to
the teen drinking problem and turn off
the tap.
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A WOLF AT
THE DOOR
THE STRANGE TALE OF
TED LANCASTER
GREYWOLF MINING

&
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The story of how a former convict and
con-artist almost pulled off New Zealand’s
biggest mineral resources robbery

H

WORDS BY IAN WISHART

is name is Edward
Lancaster – ‘Ted’
to his mates – and
it’s been staring at
me from an intelligence file in a dusty
corner of the Investigate editor’s desk for
sixteen years. The year was 1995. I had
just published my first book, The Paradise Conspiracy, when a person came to
see me with a folder full of documents.
All of them carried the name, “Edward
Lancaster”.
By the time I received that information,
the events detailed in the documents had
long passed – some of the documents
concerned things Lancaster had done as
far back as the 1960s. The folder might
have ended up in the legendary ‘File 13’,
but for a nagging feeling that one day
the wide-boy whose exploits decorated
the pages might one day come to notice
again. And so he has:
“Giant Chinese energy company Qinghua Group – with more than $12 billion
of mining assets – is assessing several
billion dollar projects across the South
Island, with the potential for generating
thousands of jobs,” reported Dunedin’s
Otago Daily Times on 3 December last
year.
“The west coasts of both the North and
South Islands, with onshore and offshore
iron-ore deposits, are being assessed for
possible sites for a port purchase and steel
mill construction…
“Qinghua’s joint venture partners
Greywolf Goldmining, incorporated in
March [2010], are spearheading project
analysis, saying Qinghua has $10 billion
to spend in New Zealand in 2011.
“Greywolf is proposing a separate,
more than $200 million, dual listing on

the New Zealand and Australian stock
exchanges in the New Year.
“Sydney-based Greywolf chief executive Edward Lancaster confirmed the
Qinghua Group proposals when contacted yesterday, following widespread
speculation during last week’s annual
New Zealand branch of the Australasian
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy conference in Auckland.
“ ‘We had hoped to make announcements in the New Year, but the [three
New Zealand visits] by QInghua have
been attracting attention’, said Mr Lancaster, whose company directors include
brother Michael and son Jolian.
“Mr Lancaster said meetings were
being sought through the offices of Prime
Minister John Key and Energy and
Resources Minister Gerry Brownlee, but
the Pike River disaster had prompted
deferral of meetings ‘for several weeks’,
he said.”
The same day, December 3 last year, the
Stuff website’s BusinessDay also reported
on the massive story, quoting Edward
Lancaster as saying Qinghua’s chairman
had visited New Zealand three times and
“was quite smitten with New Zealand”.
Those who didn’t know Lancaster’s
background took the dapper grandfather at face value: here was a big-shot
Chinese mining company teaming up
with an Australian resources company
to bring “several thousand jobs” and
billions of dollars of investment to New
Zealand during dark times in the wake
of Pike River and the first Christchurch
earthquake.
Those who did know Edward Lancaster
just about coughed up their breakfast
cereal as they read the morning papers.
Con artists and wheeler-dealers. The
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n Edward Lancaster, like many con-artists, likes

to ingratiate himself with powerful people for
the purposes of enhancing his credibility – in
this case former Australian PM John Howard.
The attempts to meet NZ Prime Minister John
Key in December 2010 appear to have been part
of the same pattern

world is full of them. Often transient,
they flit from country to country as they
wear our their welcomes, or return to the
scenes of their original crimes years later
when they hope their victims are either
dead or have forgotten them. When they
do appear, they like to ride into town like
bigshots, talking up their wares and their
status. We’ve seen them here with Ralf
Simon and his Pakatoa Island purchase
in the early 1990s, or Giovanni di Stefano
with TVNZ in the mid 1990s. Such is the
case with Greywolf Goldmining’s chairman Edward Lancaster.
Let me introduce you to him.

H

e was bankrupted way back
in August 1963. Upon being
released from insolvency, his
business skills took him to the wall yet
again in 1967 when he was personally
bankrupted a second time on October
27th that year. Edward Lancaster would
spend the next ten years as an undischarged bankrupt, but even that didn’t
stop him.
“While a bankrupt, Lancaster became a
major distributor for Golden Products – a
defunct pyramid selling scheme,” wrote
investigative journalist Warren Berryman in the National Business Review of
December 16, 1985, “and was convicted
of doing business while an undischarged
bankrupt.”
The Greywolf mining chairman’s trail
of corporate wreckage didn’t end there
either. Soon after being released from
bankruptcy in 1977, Lancaster became
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a director of Haircare Specialties Ltd,
which went bust in the early 1980s, and
during Lancaster’s time at Bream Aerosol
Packaging in the early 80s the company
was the subject of ten winding-up petitions by creditors (the company is now a
success under different management).
A check of New Zealand Companies
Office records shows around 25 companies that Lancaster has directed which
have been struck off.
One of Lancaster’s bright ideas – apparently successful in concept – was a high
grip clothes-peg. In 1977 he set up a
British company called Debbie Peg Ltd,
named after his daughter Deborah Lancaster, and the following year established
a New Zealand sister company called
Debbie Peg (NZ) Ltd. He called his product “Le Peg”.
“Le Peg was tried out on a clothesline
rigged across the aft end of an oceangoing yacht,” writes Warren Berryman
in 1985. “A Force-8 gale did not tear the
washing from the line.”
Lancaster managed to attract the interest of Cavalier Carpets founder Tony
Timpson, and convinced him to invest
money in a new venture called Debbie
Plastics Ltd to manufacture and market
Le Peg worldwide.
“But while Timpson focused on Le
Peg,” reported the NBR, “fraud squad
cops, credit managers, debt collectors and
justice department people focused on the
people vaunting the virtues of Le Peg on
television and in public relations photos.”
Tony Timpson still remembers his illfated joint venture with Ted Lancaster:
“Oh jeepers, don’t even talk about
him!”, he sputters. “Is he still around?
He’s just a straight bullsh*tter. He’s even
more bent than the pegs!
“He’s a pretty smooth operator, old

Ted. He plays this ‘country boy’ to the
nth degree, but he’s pretty sharp. I haven’t
heard of him for ten to twelve years. He’s
a straight con, that’s what he is in my
view, and he’s a good one.”
The peg venture “self destructed” under
Lancaster’s management, says Timpson,
who acknowledges “it was a brilliant idea.
It would have done really well as long as
Ted wasn’t anywhere near it.”
The intelligence file given to Investigate
a decade and a half ago suggests Edward
Lancaster has convictions for “embezzlement, undisclosed bankrupt”, and that he
served prison time in the late 1960s.
Lancaster, claims the report, “was
removed from Real Estate many years
ago (misappropriation of trust cheques)
– reinstated – operating in an unacceptable manner – now not permitted to be a
licensee”. He is listed as a regular traveller
to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Bangkok, Singapore, Hong Kong, England,
Amsterdam, Canada and Chicago.
The trips to Bangkok, ostensibly,
involved the alleged money laundering of
gemstones:
“Has travelled regularly to Bangkok
for years, dealing in uncut sapphires
and bearer bonds, the sapphires being
counted out in a bank, the bearer bonds
being brought back to New Zealand for
sale in large numbers (1000’s) (and USA).”
There are also suggestions Lancaster
was trading in conflict diamonds.
“In mid 1994 he dealt in diamonds in
Africa…Israel”.
“In December 1991, Edward Lancaster
approached Leslie Martin to persuade her
to open the Property Club with him. He
intimated he had money (she never saw
it) and that he had ‘deals’ lined up…He
himself is banned from being a licensee
so he needed Leslie to fill this function.”

Within six months, Leslie Martin
gained an inkling of just what those
“deals” involved.
“June/July 1992, a multi-million dollar
deal with Brierleys was set up, to become
unconditional in three months. The
sale of 20 buildings worth $40 million
was to be exchanged for $52 million [in]
gemstones.”
Precisely why Brierleys, one of New
Zealand’s biggest companies at the time,
would be swapping buildings for gemstones in 1992 was not explained. Nonetheless, we have the proof – a signed letter
on Brierley Investments Ltd letterhead,
dated 23 October 1992, from John Brabazon at BIL confirming a deal.

T

he paper trail works like this.
On 29 February 1992, Lancaster’s
business partner Martin Hanak
wrote a letter to Lancaster appointing
him as a Director of a Nauru tax haven
company called Precious Metals Holding Corporation (Nauru). “You will be
responsible for coordinating the sale of
sapphire bonds both in New Zealand and
internationally,” Hanak wrote.
“For services rendered you will receive
(100,000) One Hundred Thousand
bearer shares being 10% shareholding in
Precious Metals Holding Corporation
(PMHC)…this shareholding is accepted
by Mr Lancaster in lieu of commission
on property transactions currently being
negotiated with Brierley Properties Ltd.”
Businessman Garth Allen, who became
caught up in Lancaster’s scams, picks up
the story:
“Martin Hanak, the president of
PMHC had moved in with Ted and was
negotiating the purchase of a portfolio of 24 buildings from Company ‘X’
which proved to be BIL Properties who
were negotiating with a company called
Latilla, which is registered in Bermuda.
They in turn were represented in New
Zealand by the Tiri Trust.”
The idea was that Latilla – the mysterious Bermuda company linked to
Brierleys – would sell the properties
worth NZ$40 million, in exchange for
A$52 million worth of “Sapphire Bonds”.
Garth Allen says the size of the property
commissions on reselling $40 million
worth of property convinced him to get
involved in the deals himself, “especially

as I was led to believe that this initial deal
was to be followed by other even larger
deals. Latilla eventually signed an option
for a further $400 million Bond deal.”
Lancaster, Hanak, Allen and others
threw their energies into the Brierleys
deal, but Lancaster leant on Allen –
selling him $32,000 worth of shares in
the Property Club that Lancaster didn’t
actually own (and therefore had no right
to sell). Lancaster used the money to fund
his lifestyle and business trips, but didn’t
register the share transactions officially
despite being asked.
Ted and Martin Hanak then upped the
ante by offering Garth Allen a one percent
shareholding in Precious Metals Holdings
Corporation in return for a $65,000 cash
payment, ostensibly to provide PMHC
with some much needed cashflow. Garth
Allen raised a mortgage on his home to
fund the share purchase – taking his total
exposure to Lancaster to $97,000 in 1992
money. You could buy a house in Auckland for that kind of cash back then. But
that wasn’t to be the end of it.
The Brierleys gem deal was supposed
to settle in late October. It didn’t. Garth
Allen’s statement records that a new
settlement date of 26 November 1992
came and went:
“At the last minute there were details
still being questioned by both Tiri and
Precious and this was to be resolved the
next day (Friday)…On Friday the deal of
$40 million of buildings for $52 million of Sapphire Bonds was to have gone

unconditional, but an important letter
from Company ‘X’ detailing rent guarantees was still not available.”
With cash running out, Lancaster tried
to palm off a $100,000 Sapphire Bond to
investor Colin McKenna.
“Ted and Martin spent the whole day
with [lawyer] Tony Thomas and Bruce
Sheppard of the taxation accountants
Gilligan Sheppard,” notes Allen’s report,
trying to tie up “last minute details of the
Brierleys deal.
The following day, December 9, Lancaster and Hanak “flew to Bangkok to
complete what I understood was to be the
final jewel purchase.”
When they returned a week later there
was more bad news – Brierleys would not
be settling before December 20, and possibly as late as January 28th 1993.
“This was a great disappointment,”
notes Allen, the master of understatement as his tail was swinging in the wind
for $97,000.
“Tuesday 5th January. Advised of need
for further trip to Bangkok to save the
deal. Valuations of original purchases
do not all add up – some documentation
missing. Ken Penfold, the jeweller/valuer
from Brisbane would not certify some of
the [gem] valuations by David Mitchell…
The $90,000 loan from McKenna had
never eventuated.”
Garth Allen says Lancaster asked him
to lend the company the $90,000 they
needed, “so that the deal could be finalised once and for all”:
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“Ted suggested [lawyer] Tony Thomas
could draw up a mortgage for one of my
properties…it was stressed that the loan
would only be for three weeks and then
all would be paid back on settlement.”
Longtime Lancaster-watchers would
have howled with laughter if they’d had
a chance to read about Garth Allen’s optimistic hope of being repaid by Edward
Lancaster.
Allen admits he ignored his own lawyer’s advice that this was a terrible deal,
because “I had been so completely convinced by Ted that the deal was finalising
and that the danger was non-existent.”
Solicitor Hugh Garlick was so concerned he insisted the Allens get a second
opinion from another lawyer. “Once
again we were strongly advised not to
sign the commercial loan,” admits Allen.
But he did anyway. Ka-ching. $187,000
and counting.
Incredibly, he signed it even though he
didn’t have the promised security document in his hands:
“We were assured by Ted Lancaster that
Martin [Hanak] had a A$100,000 Bond
which we would receive as security, if
we would like to go up to Property Club
and collect it. We went to Property Club
to collect the Bond but Ted did not turn
up…we have never seen the Bond since.
“When Ted came back from Bangkok
he claimed to have left the Bond in Bangkok as security on a deal.”
Unbeknownst to Garth Allen and his
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wife Penelope, Brierley Properties had
advised they were pulling out of the
properties for sapphires transaction on
January 15. There was to be no deal, no
settlement. When Garth later saw bank
records he found out that Greywolf
mining boss Edward Lancaster and his
sidekick Martin Hanak had “continued
to bleed the account dry”, and that his
$90,000 loan to the company “was used
for a variety of purposes for which it was
not intended”.
“It is obvious from the Westpac and
BNZ statements that monies were
misappropriated and that much of this
was after Messrs Lancaster and Hanak
knew that the deal had foundered and
before this fact had been passed on to the
lender,” says Allen.
Leslie Martin, the frontwoman and real
estate licensee for The Property Club, has
been able to shed a little more light on
events leading up to this. She says that
on January 14 1993 she received a phone
call telling her the locks had all been
changed on their offices and she couldn’t
get in. Lancaster owed Leslie $20,000
and she began to feel extremely nervous.
That mood wasn’t helped when a private
investigator rang her that day to ask
where Lancaster’s Mercedes was – apparently Ted was well behind with payments
on the car.

B

y the time the dust had settled,
Lancaster had cleaned out
Leslie Martin for the best part
of $40,000 and Garth Allen’s losses had
climbed to $211,000. Leslie was forced to
take out a second job working night shift
at the Post Office, so she could pay off the
debts and keep her real estate licence.
As Leslie and Garth investigated further, they found another real estate agent,
Carole Withey, had fallen victim to the
man, losing $100,000 in the process.
Given Lancaster’s apparent inability to
rub two cents together, one has to wonder
at where or who was really paying to
purchase the sapphire gemstones at the
centre of all these bond deals. Investigate
has a signed statement from Lancaster
claiming to document an A$150 million
“Sapphire Bond Issue”. Investigate has no
proof, this long after the events in question, but in our opinion the gemstone
deals were most likely a form of inter-

national money laundering, probably to
benefit either criminal organisations or
tax evasion schemes.
If Lancaster had owned $150 million in
sapphires himself, he wouldn’t be doing
brokerage deals based around commissions, and he would have been able to pay
his phone bills.
Intriguingly, the intelligence file on
Lancaster hints at something else:
“Evidently 14 3-kilogram bars of gold
went missing from Goldcorp…it has been
stated that two people met Lancaster in
the Gluepot [tavern], offering the bars of
gold for sale. Lancaster returned to the
office with the comment that it was ‘too
hot to handle’, but soon after that he ran
a standard advertisement in the Herald
for gold chain. It has been stated that he
received all manner of deals from people
wanting to exchange launches, Rolls Royces, high priced American cars etc.”
Fourteen gold bars of that size would
have been worth US$390,000 back when
gold was $300 an oz, but at today’s prices
would be equivalent to US$1.7 million. Tricky to launder in New Zealand,
perhaps, but easy enough to melt down
into jewellery for smuggling offshore to
buy sapphires. Even so, it would not have
been anywhere near enough to account
for the A$150 million in sapphires allegedly up for grabs.
In early 1993, North Harbour Ford
car salesman Charles Bowden is quoted
in the intelligence file stating that Ted
Lancaster “offered gold in payment” for a
car, and that Lancaster was also “dealing
in gems”.
This, then, is the character of Greywolf Goldmining (his website says it is
Greywolf Resources and his answerphone
gives the name “Goldwolf”) chairman
Edward Lancaster, a man who applied
to purchase mining licences across New
Zealand this year on the promise of
providing “thousands of jobs” in advance
of a float of his company on the New
Zealand and Australian Stock Exchanges.
Talking it up, just as he always has ever
since the 1960s, hoping to suck in prospective investors.
Only this time, a few members of the
public remembered things about him.
On May 18 this year, six months after
Greywolf first shot to public attention in
New Zealand, a commenter on a blogsite

debating the mining proposals urged
people to do a little digging into the
background of Ted Lancaster. Four days
later, another commenter calling himself
‘Tommo’ warned:
“I had dealings with a Ted Lancaster
while I lived in Sydney where he was
associated with a cashback scheme, and
another company called Blue Sky Investments. We rented our house to him and his
family who in the course of a year refused
to pay any rent – we being one of many
other victims. Edward and his family never
had any intention of paying the $45,000
owing in rent despite tribunal rulings.
“He was a devious and cunning person
who has a long history of bankruptcy
and dodgy dealings. I would suggest that
Crown Minerals check his background
before proceeding any further.”

G

reywolf’s own web listing in the
Alibaba business directory, and
a Google search, provide more
entertainment. We discover, courtesy
of Google, that up until last year Ted
Lancaster’s most recent businesses before
reinventing himself as a mining magnate
included selling Fijian vegetables in a
small export/import business, and operating a logging operation in Fiji. The Greywolf listing written by Lancaster states:
“Our company has been logging in Fiji
for five years and recently in Papua New
Guinea. Whilst recently logging on our
timber and mineral concessions in Fiji
we came across some valuable ore. On
further investigation by the local mineral
department, and searching some forgotten records from 1946, it appears that
extensive investigations proved it was
valuable find [sic] of precious metals.
“In 1946 the old chief at that time did
not want mining on his land, so they
planted trees instead which we are logging today with the new chief as our
partner.”
The Greywolf website, in broken English then explains that this mineral find
is backing for the company’s proposed
share float of 100 million shares. “We are
currently selling these [100 million] one
dollar shares prior to stock each once new
commissioned assay, and our mining
rights, have been consolidated, and we
commence open cast mining early new
year the shares should quickly grow in

value. This company has been formed to
take advantage of these proven gold and
platinum deposits.”
Understand that if you can. In reality,
the offering appears to be only one step
further up the food chain from a Nigerian
scam letter offering to deposit $100 trillion
in your bank account if you can just wire
back $10,000 of your own money to them
first as a sign of good faith.
The “I found gold under a Fijian
coconut palm” story is only marginally
different from this story told by former
Goldcorp boss Ray Smith in his biography, Where’s The Gold? and expanded on
by me in The Paradise Conspiracy:
“[Smith]wrote in his autobiography
of being called in by the Cook Islands
Government in the mid 1980s to help
launder 1200 tonnes of gold – apparently
on behalf of [Philippines dictator Ferdinand] Marcos. When the Japanese were
beaten at the end of WW2, they reputedly left behind billions of dollars worth
of bullion plundered during their Asian
campaign. Ferdinand Marcos found it. At
least, that’s Ferdie’s version of the story.
“According to Smith, however, the
laundering plan involving his company
Goldcorp was simple: ‘There were proven
traces of gold in certain areas of the
Cooks. A bogus mine would be set up
and the gold would be ‘mined’. Our role
was to set up the mine, build a small
refinery to process the gold from 99.5% to
.9999 and then to deal the now legitimate gold onto the world markets. The
total value of the metal was about US$15
billion. Our commission was to be four
percent [US$600 million].”
Ray Smith says the deal was dependent
on Marcos being able to get the gold
physically to the Cook Islands, and he
was still working on the deal when he
was fired from Goldcorp in 1988.
No matter how you slice and dice it, the
Greywolf mining claim about discovering gold while “logging” in Fiji sounds
dodgy. Little wonder then that people
started becoming suspicious. The Nelson
Mail’s Naomi Arnold managed to get an
exclusive when she got Lancaster to admit
in a phone interview that his claimed
partnership with China’s Qinghua group
(you read the quotes at the start of this
article) actually wasn’t real:
“It’s not Qinghua group so much, but

many companies like Qinghua.”
Just a few days later, Greywolf’s application for 10 oil, gas coal and mineral
exploration licences were refused by the
Ministry of Economic Development,
which then called in the Serious Fraud
Office as its news release confirms:
“The Serious Fraud Office (SFO) has
commenced an investigation into Australian exploration and mining company
Greywolf Resources NL (formerly Greywolf Goldmining NL), following allegations that fraud may have been involved
in its application for exploration permits.
“SFO Director, Adam Feeley, confirmed that the Ministry of Economic
Development (MED) has passed information on to the SFO relating to applications made by Greywolf for petroleum
and mineral exploration permits.
“ ‘From the information received to
date, it appears that false representations
may have been made in support of these
applications,’ he said.
“Mr Feeley said that the focus of the
SFO investigation would be to determine
the authenticity of certain statements
made in the applications and, if there
was false information, to also determine
who was responsible for making those
statements.”
If Lancaster is true to form, he’ll go
to ground, out of reach of the NZ or
Australian authorities for the time-being,
leaving others to take the rap. We’ll keep
you posted.
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MISSION
IMPROBABLE

REBUILDING JAPAN
WORDS BY JAPAN TIMES/TOKYO
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KYODO NEWS

While the fate of Christchurch rightly
occupies New Zealand attention, many
are asking the question, ‘how is Japan
recovering after the tsunami?’. This
recent editorial from the Japan Times
newspaper and photo coverage by the
Kyodo News show just how much has
been done, and how much hasn’t:
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early four months have passed since the March 11 earthquake and
tsunami devastated Japan’s northeastern coastal areas. Many of
the areas and local residents remain in a crisis situation. More than
15,400 people are dead and about 8,000 others are missing.
About 85,000 people still reside in temporary shelters. They are forced to
lead difficult lives there.
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As a rainy season sets in, there will arise dangers of food poisoning and
infectious diseases. The progress of reconstruction is different from municipality to municipality.
In some municipalities, debris piles up in urban areas because dumping
sites cannot be secured. In others, restaurants and hotels have restarted
operations. Heavy construction machines and a large number of workers

n LEFT: Combined photo taken from a Kyodo News helicopter
shows a residential area in Natori, Miyagi Prefecture, being struck
by a tsunami (top frame), and the same area on June 3, 2011 (bottom frame). Only one house remains nearly three months after the
disaster. RIGHT: Combined photo sequence taken by an official
of the Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism Ministry, shows
Toya Chiba, a reporter for local newspaper Iwate Tokai Shimbun,
being hit by a tsunami while news gathering with his video camera. Chiba managed to survive the tsunami by grabbing a dangling
rope and climbing onto a coal heap around 8 meters high after
being swept away for about 30 meters. BELOW: Combined photo
shows an area devastated by the March earthquake and tsunami
in Higashimatsushima, Miyagi Prefecture (top frame), and the
same area on June 3, 2011 (bottom frame). Damaged houses were
cleared away, but ships washed ashore by the tsunami remain.
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n ABOVE: Combined photo shows an area
devastated by the March earthquake and
tsunami in the town of Onagawa, Miyagi
Prefecture, (left frame), and the same area
on June 3, 2011 (right frame). Much of the
debris has been cleared away but a car
swept atop the roof of a building by the
tsunami remains. LEFT: Combined photo
shows an area hit by the March earthquake
and tsunami in Kesennuma, Miyagi Prefecture, (left frame), and the same area on
June 3, 2011 (right frame). The floodwater
has receded and a building stripped to the
frame has been removed.

need to be sent to areas where the removal of debris is slow.
All-out efforts should be made to meet the government’s goal of removing all debris by August.
While some 52,000 temporary houses are needed in Iwate, Miyagi and
Fukushima prefectures, only half the number has been completed so far.
Many of them have been built in inland areas far from traditional communi-
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ties. Sites on higher ground near the now-devastated communities have
been set aside for construction of permanent houses.
Some refugees have refused to live in temporary houses because they are
far from their workplaces or schools.
In temporary shelters, it is difficult to protect one’s privacy. But food is
delivered, doctors make regular visits and volunteers help those staying there.

n ABOVE: Combined photo
shows local residents walking
through debris on a street in
Kesennuma, Miyagi Prefecture,
to get water on March 14, 2011
(top frame), and the same area
on June 3, 2011 (bottom frame).
A large tank and a damaged
house on the left side of the
street have been cleared away.
TOP RIGHT: Combined photo
shows an area devastated by
the March earthquake and
tsunami in Kesennuma, Miyagi
Prefecture (top frame), and
the same area on June 3, 2011
(bottom frame). Flowers have
come into bloom since the
area was cleaned up. RIGHT:
Combined photo taken from a
Kyodo News helicopter shows
an area in Kesennuma, Miyagi
Prefecture on March 24, 2011
(left frame), with ships swept
around, and the same area on
June 3, 2011 (right frame).
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n LEFT: Combined photo taken from a
Kyodo News helicopter shows the coastline in Ishinomaki, Miyagi Prefecture on
March 12, 2011 (left frame), with the debris
of houses and buildings destroyed in the
disaster littering the water, and the same
coastline on June 3, 2011 (right frame).
BELOW LEFT: Combined photo shows a
cemetery in Onagawa, Miyagi Prefecture
on March 21, 2011 (top frame), with grave
stones toppled and a train left by the
tsunami, and the same cemetery on June
3, 2011 (bottom frame). BELOW RIGHT:
Combined photo shows an area destroyed
by the March earthquake and tsunami in
Ofunato, Iwate Prefecture, (top frame),
and the same area on June 6, 2011 (bottom
frame). Damaged houses and debris have
been cleared away nearly three months
after the disaster.

Once people start living in temporary houses, they have to prepare meals
and visit doctors by themselves. Municipalities must make special efforts to
ensure that aged people living alone in temporary houses do not suffer from
health problems.
In the case of the 1995 Kobe earthquake, many aged people died lonely
deaths in temporary houses.
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Efforts to create new communities among people living in temporary
houses will be indispensable.
In addition, the government and Tokyo Electric Power Co. must mobilize
all the available resources to bring the Fukushima nuclear crisis under control and decontaminate affected areas as soon as possible so residents who
were forced to evacuate can return to their homes.

n RIGHT: Combined photo shows a road
littered with cars and a boat swept away
by the March tsunami in Miyako, Iwate
Prefecture, (left frame), and the same road
on June 4, 2011. The boat and the debris
have been cleared away. BELOW LEFT:
Combination photo shows the parking lot
of a local shopping center in the town of
Otsuchi, Iwate Prefecture, on March 13,
2011 (top), and the same spot on June 3,
2011 (bottom). The debris has been cleared
away and the shopping center aims to
resume its business soon. BELOW RIGHT:
Combined photo shows an area in Minamisanriku, Miyagi Prefecture on March 13,
2011 (top frame), with firefighters searching
for people missing following the disaster,
and the same area on June 6, 2011 (bottom
frame).
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Return of the
WORDS BY DAMIEN O’CARROLL

A

ustria: you would be well within
reason to ask the question what,
apart from classical music and
Rock Me Amadeus, has Austria given the
world that is actually any good?
Okay, admittedly some of Arnold
Schwarzenegger’s movies were okay, but
that can be balanced out by that bloke
with the funny moustache who made that
whole period between 1939 and 1945 a bit
of a downer.
However, there is now something that
Austria has given the world that we can
all be happy about – the Abarth 500
Esseesse.
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Wait, I hear you cry, surely the Abarth
500 Esseesse, being based on the Fiat 500,
is a distinctly Italian car? After all, no
other car-making nationality would be
quite as unbalanced as to give us such a
feral and freakishly amusing hot hatch
based on a small, cute city runabout?
That is about as Italian as it gets.
Well, yes and no.
Fiat is, of course, Italian, and the
Abarth name has been associated with
Fiat cars since 1952, with the Italian
company taking ownership of the name
in 1971. But Carlo Abarth, founder of the
racing team that would bear his name go

on to produce some of the coolest Fiats
of all time (and some of the worst, after
Fiat bought the company and turned the
name basically into a spec level…) was in
fact born Karl Abarth in Austria in 1908.
But there was obviously something
deeply Italian in young Karl, as he moved
to Italy early in life, changed his name to
Carlo and set about building some very
fast cars and creating one of the best car
badges ever – a black scorpion on a yellow and red background.
And that very badge that adorns the
wonderfully comically-aggressive snout
of the first of the new-generation Abarth
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Scorpion
models to be sold in New Zealand since
Fiat decided to relaunch the Abarth
brand as serious performance versions of their cars – the 500 Esseesse.
The Abarth 500 Eseesse is basically
a Fiat 500 with a whole box-load of cool
bits bolted to it – literally. In Europe all
the Abarth is available in a standard
99kW/206Nm form and the Esseesse
bits come in a very cool crate that the
dealer will bolt on for you. In New Zealand though we aren’t allowed to do that,
so the Esseesse’s we get here are factoryassembled jobs, done especially for us.
But what special bits they are…

The standard Abarth 500 gains the
previously mentioned power boost to
the 1.4-litre turbo four-cylinder petrol
engine, while also boasting a lowered ride
height, a turbo pressure gauge with shift
light and aluminium pedals.
The Esseesse kit, however, adds an
engine upgrade that gives a slightly silly
120kW and 230Nm, while bigger ventilated brake discs, meatier brake pads,
stiffer front and rear springs in the suspension and 17” alloy wheels round out
the package.
And what a wonderfully small, frantic
and tenacious package it is too. Nail the
throttle off the line and the Abarth is
all scrabbling wheelspin and frenzied
flashing of the traction control light
as the electronics struggle to control
proceedings.
An angry growl emanates from under
the bonnet – accompanied by a belligerent
bellow from the exhaust – as the Abarth
scampers forward like a very angry small
dog chasing a fat kid with a pie.
Tip it into a corner and it simple goes
around with very little complaint and
virtually no body roll, thanks to the
remarkably stiff springs added as part of
the Esseesse package. While this makes
cornering a flat and hilarious affair, it
does take a rather bone-shaking toll on
the ride.
The Esseesse is in fact so firm that it
makes it hard to really consider the idea
of the little Abarth as a daily driver.
In fact almost everything about the
Abarth 500 suggests that it would be a
very hard car to live with on a long-term
basis – the teeth-shatteringly hard ride,
the same awkward and upright driving
position as the donor Fiat 500, the car’s
utter insistence that you drive it like an
Italian (ie: HARD!), the aggressive power
delivery and much more all add up to a
car that should be hard to like.
Except it isn’t. The Abarth 500 Esseesse
is extremely easy to like indeed.
It may not be as quick or as polished
as a Mini Cooper S, it may be expensive for a Fiat 500 ($42,990), it may be
aggressively flawed and have terrible ride
quality, but it is so utterly cute, characterful and plain damn angry that you can’t
help but fall completely in love with the
Abarth 500 Esseesse.
I know I did.
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2011 OPTIMA:

A stunner
WORDS BY LARRY PRINTZ

I

f I say “the ultimate driving machine,”
you can name the car, picture the car’s
styling and characterize its handling.
That comes from decades of deliberate
brand-building. Today, BMW’s styling is
fairly conservative, but its identity is firmly
established.
If you’re Kia, it’s a different story.
When it was an independent automaker, Kia built some questionable
machines. Now as an affiliate of Hyundai,
many Kia vehicles use Hyundai underpinnings, and in some cases are built in
the same plant.
But its prior reputation lingers. What’s
a company to do when its brand’s equity
is spent?
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Hire Peter Shreyer as your design
director. Once an employee at Audi,
Shreyer has brought a funky sophistication to Kia’s styling. First came the Soul,
followed by the Sorento, Sportage and
now the Optima. With each new vehicle,
Shreyer has upped the wattage, endowing
the marque’s new products with a powerful visual presence that throws down the
gauntlet: Kia is no longer a punch line.
Nothing states that more powerfully
than the Optima, Kia’s midsize frontwheel-drive sedan.
The Optima shares its mechanical package with the popular Hyundai Sonata.
Certainly, the Sonata’s flowing style is
stunning, but the Kia’s is even more so.

This car’s styling is a feast for the eyes.
The upper shape of the grille is repeated on
the upper edge of the windshield. A small
vent accents the front fenders. A chrome
spear arches across the top of the side windows. The rear boasts styling so sophisticated, you’d think it’s from an Audi.
The Optima internationally comes in
3 trim levels: base LX, mid-level EX and
top-of-the-line SX. LX and EX models
come with a 200-horsepower, 2.4-litre
four-cylinder engine mated to a six-speed
automatic transmission. A six-speed
manual transmission is available on
the LX. The EX also can be fitted with a
274-horsepower, 2.0-litre four-cylinder
mated to the automatic transmission. It’s
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2011 KIA OPTIMA
00What we say: This is a Kia?
00Pro: Styling, standard features,
performance, fuel economy
00Con: Wait, I’ll think of something.
00Engine: 2.4-litre DOHC four-cylinder
00Wheelbase: 2.8m
00Length: 4.85m
00Weight: 1550kg
00Cargo space: 505 litres
00EPA rating (city/highway): 24/35
mpg
00Fuel consumption (NZ combined): 7.9l/100km
00Fuel type: Regular

standard on the SX. For the moment, the
only model available in New Zealand is
the EX with the 200 bhp engine.
Kia Motors delivered an EX with the
base engine for a week of testing.
The performance didn’t surprise me; it
was similar to the Hyundai Sonata.
The car feels agile, thanks to quick
steering and a suspension that keeps body
motions in check. The ride is comfortable.
You’ll notice bumps, but only the worst
ones pound through. Body motions are
well controlled. The cabin is quiet, although
there was modest tire and road noise.
Braking was effective. Anti-lock disc
brakes, electronic stability control, front
and side air bags, and “Hill Start Assist
Control,” which prevents you from rolling backward on a hill when accelerating
from a stop, are standard.
But it’s the sheer number of features
that makes the car a compelling value:
rear back-up camera, panoramic sunroof,
navigation system, heated and cooled
front seats, leather seating surfaces,

heated rear seats, driver’s seat memory,
heated steering wheel, push-button start,
keyless entry, air-conditioned glove box,
tilt/telescopic steering wheel, express
down front power windows and automatic headlamps.
I can hear you say, “Sure, Printz, you
armchair hedonist. How much does it
cost?”
How about less than $47,000?
And it’s more than price.
The cabin is roomy, with good accommodations for four (five if they’re related).
That said, the rear seat’s upswept side
window styling and low roof lend a claustrophobic feel to the rear, but legroom is
generous. The front seat is very firm, but
flat, with minimal side bolsters.
And the boot? Big enough to head for
Wally World.
Being based on the Sonata, the Optima
should prove to be reliable.
While the Optima shares its name with
its bland predecessor, the 2011 model has
shed its rental car skin and emerged reborn.

FEATURES
00Mechanical: 2.4L DOHC CVVT GDI Petrol Engine, 6 Speed Automatic with
Sportshift and Paddle Shifters, Hill-Start Assist Control, Eco Minder Function
00Safety: ABS brakes with EBD, Electronic Stability Programme (ESP), Dual front,
side and curtain air-bags, Child safety rear door locks, ELR diagonal belts in all
positions, Reversing sensors, Reversing camera
00Exterior: 18” Alloy Wheels, Dual Projector headlights with inbuilt cornering
lamps, LED rear tail-lights, Daytime Running Lamps, Sports Grille, Rear Spoiler
and Side Sills
00Interior: Infinity Radio/6CD/MP3 with 8 speakers including subwoofer, iPod
and USB input, Full leather interior, Dual zone climate Air Conditioning, Steering wheel mounted cruise and audio controls, Bluetooth Handsfree Integration,
Proximity Key with Push Button Start, Power windows, Remote central locking,
Supervision cluster with 3.5” TFT display, Trip computer, Rain sensing wipers,
Auto Light Control, Electrochromic rear view mirror, Auto Light Control
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Carter and McCaw are locked in and

chris forster

loaded and the NZRU’s been working on a deal
to keep the hugely ambitious talent of
Sonny Bill Williams on home shores
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Much ado about contracts
The money matters of professional rugby players have never
been more important. High profile All Blacks are no longer
safe in their Super 15 jobs, and the tradition of loyalty has
been stretched to breaking point

I

t seems an age since the New Zealand
Rugby Union secured its two biggest
assets, who also happen to be the two best
players in the world.
Daniel Carter was the key. A tortured
decision for the first five supremo eventually
swung the union’s way for another four years
after the World Cup. The gospel according to
Carter was the lure of the All Blacks jersey –
and his chance to become the greatest player
statistically of all time. Surely only injury or
the lack of a World Cup winner’s medal can
deny him that.
The room for time out from the endless
pressure of being a New Zealand icon and
the chance to cash-in with lucrative playing
stints in Europe, were also key factors in
Carter’s complicated contract.
He’s even been called “the 6-million dollar Dan”, with a string of sponsorship deals
boosting his annual income far beyond what
the Rugby Union could possibly afford.
The re-signing of captain fantastic Richie
McCaw was more straightforward. He has
no desires to play in Europe or France. The
driving force to lead his country through
to 2015, when he’ll be 33, was an over-riding
factor.
The Carter and McCaw decisions were
huge stories at home and abroad. The mix of
money and sports stars makes for great copy.

Fellow Crusader Kieran Read’s a younger
man and a future leader of the nation. His
signing along with the emerging talents of
Jerome Kaino, Aaron Cruden and Israel
Dagg were almost routine by comparison.
But their commitment is paramount to the
union’s mantra of keeping the best talent at
home.
But then things got a little messy in
Hurricanes territory. Rookie coach Mark
Hammett was having a hellish time trying to impose his style on the old hands, at
the notoriously under-achieving Super 15
franchise.
A host of long-serving Wellingtonians
were nearing the end of their contracts. It
was time for a rather brisk wind change.
After 8 years of service to the Canes and 53
tests as the country’s best second five, Ma’a
Nonu was told he was surplus to requirements. The 29 year old has to look for
another job – and so does Andrew Hore,
who is also the captain of the Super 15 team.
The NZRU were strangely quiet during all
this internal combustion. Player contracts
involving frontline All Blacks are usually
worked out between the franchises and the
national body.
Cynics may argue the pair are not essential to the top tier of the game after the
World Cup is done and dusted on Octo-
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ber 23. With his dreadlocked look and muscular
frame Nonu could command a mighty sum from
clubs in France and England. There are talks with
the Chiefs in Hamilton, another franchise going
through a period of abrupt change, with a new
coach coming on board in 2012.
Fellow All Blacks Cory Jane and Piri Weepu
are two other high profile Hurricanes, sorting out
their options. Jane has become a regular feature
in the All Blacks in recent years, but his form and
confidence has dipped alarmingly under the Hammett regime in Wellington.
The father of three is also a regular tweeter and
facebook updater and never shy about communicating his message to the media and the world.
But the axing of Nonu clearly rattled 28 year old
Jane.
“I’m pretty shocked at Ma’a leaving. He’s had
a lot of games here, a lot of tests… is still an elite
player. We’re not only good mates, I’m a fan of his
too.”
A move offshore could be beckoning for Jane too.
“I need to talk to the coaches and see what’s happening. I don’t want to make any stupid decisions.
This season’s been an average one I thought there
would be other players to go before him (Nonu).
We were listening to him (Hammett) but we went
away from our way of playing.”
Former All Blacks lock Jason Eaton has in many
ways become the forgotten man during the Hurricanes “season horriblis”. Eaton was touted as the
next big thing when he made his All Blacks debut
in 2006, but his career has been stalled by two
serious knee injuries. Heading to Japan or Europe
seems almost certain to be the next move for the
athletic second-rower.
“No options at the moment – I’ve got a lot of
goals I want to achieve – so it may not be the best for me to
hang around.”
Eaton, like many of the non-elite players, has become dispensable, and it seems like it’s happened overnight. They’re at
the other end of the scale from the invaluable commodities, the
chosen ones.
Carter and McCaw are locked in and loaded and the NZRU’s
been working on a deal to keep the hugely ambitious talent of
Sonny Bill Williams on home shores. He’s been a multi-dimensional success since committing to Canterbury, the Crusaders
and his major aim of playing for the All Blacks at the Rugby
World Cup. Even his bizarre boxing bouts against bums and
nobodies seem to have passed the public approval test.
But you get the feeling another four years of plying a rugby
trade for the All Blacks and the Crusaders won’t be enough to
satisfy SBW. He’s still only 24, so age is not a consideration.
There is a cruel irony that he’ll be competing with Ma’a Nonu
for a starting role at the World Cup. Williams the off-loading
populist against Nonu the blockbusting outcast … it’d make a
great move.

There are lots of other familiar figures departing at the end
of year, whether they make the cut for the World Cup squad
or not. Blues winger Joe Rokocoko’s heading for Bayonne in
the south-west of France along with Wellington prop Neemia
Tialata.
Record-breaking test fullback Mils Muliaina is off to Japan.
Much-criticised first five Stephen Donald seems certain to play
in the UK.
Professional rugby in the southern hemisphere is now into its
16th year.
The revolution of Super Rugby and the Tri Nations test series
involving New Zealand, Australia and South Africa has evolved
to a whole new level.
Provincial, franchise and international loyalties have to be
balanced with age, current form and whether the players fit the
culture of the team, the coach, the board and the CEO.
Million dollar salaries, or at least packages, are the new standard. Brace yourself for another avalanche of player announcements and contractual kerfuffles played out before the media,
before the first test of the year on July the 22nd.
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The new legislation is all about lifting
the standard of financial advice and if people
don’t feel they are the recipients of good advice,
they now have an avenue to complain
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Navigating the new rules

J

im said to Moira, “I’m confused”.
Moira thought to herself, “What’s
new” and replied out loud, “What
about this time dear?”
Jim went on, “All this kerfuffle about
changing the rules related to financial
advice, it was straightforward before, now
they have imposed regulations and drafted
Acts of Parliament that change everything.”
Moira responded sternly, “Have you not
been paying attention? These rules have been
a long time coming and they are meant to
make it better for us, mum and dad New
Zealanders.”
Jim failed to notice the change in tone of
Moira’s voice and continued, “How so?”
“Well, you are the one stuck on the computer each day. You spend more time on that
than you do talking to me. You should have
noticed that the Financial Markets Authority has started advertising that the new rules
allow for a new complaints regime.”
Jim, still oblivious to Moira’s icy
tone, responded, “Why would they
encourage people to complain?”
Moira decided to lighten up a little,
as Jim was asking for her opinion after all.
“Because they are attempting to empower
investors and give them a voice”, Moira
replied. “The new legislation is all about
lifting the standard of financial advice and
if people don’t feel they are the recipients
of good advice, they now have an avenue to
complain.”
Moira went on to explain that depending
upon their status, all advisers have to register as per the Financial Services Provider
(FSP) Act. This ensures that the names of all

advisers (along with their status) are available on a publicly available (and searchable)
register. This is managed by the Companies
Office and the register is located at www.
fspr.govt.nz. This register includes the
details about which disputes resolution service each adviser belongs to. Advisers have
to pay to belong, however the service is free
to investors.
The Financial Advisers Act effectively
splits investment products into two groups
– Category 1 and Category 2. In order to
legally proffer advice on category 1 products
an adviser must be an Authorised Financial
Adviser (AFA).
In order to become an AFA, an adviser
has to gain accreditation from the Financial
Markets Authority, this department used to
be called the Securities Commission.
The vast majority of investments used
in investment portfolios are category 1
products, with a bank term deposit being a
category 2 product.
Advisers are now legally obliged to include
the detail relating to disputes in their Disclosure Statements, which have now expanded
into two. The Primary Disclosure statement
has to be supplied prior to or at the initial
appointment. The format of the PDS is prescribed in law. Secondary Disclosure (SDS)
is to be made once the Scope of Service has
been defined between the client and the
adviser.
The legislation provided for in the Financial Adviser Act and the Financial Services
Providers Act will ultimately affect how
clients interact with financial advisers.
Post 1st July, only Authorised Financial

HIS/action
Advisers (AFA’s) will be allowed to offer financial advice to
retail clients (the general public). AFA’s are awarded AFA status
by the Securities Commission.
The legislation now stipulates that advisers are able to offer
five categories of service; (a) Discretionary Investment Management Service (b) Investment Planning Service (c) Personalised
Service (d) Class Service or (e) Broker Service.
The Financial Advisers Act contains all the usual rules and
limitations that one would expect to find in such an Act plus
one extra requirement. The Act also places a legal requirement
for Authorised Advisers to comply with a specially drafted
Code of Professional Conduct.
The Code of Professional Conduct is both prescriptive and
principles based. This has the effect of extending the legal
requirements that Advisers have to comply with. It is so important that all Advisers have to pass a formal examination prior to
becoming Authorised (licensed) to provide financial advice.
Jim was listening intently and when Moira paused to take a
breath he asked, “Well, all this is well and good, however how is
it going to affect us? We pretty much look after our own investments, have done for years. What is going to change for us?”
Moira responded “Because we are clued up, we can request a

Class Service from our adviser and they are unlikely to charge
for that.”
“Class Service,” said Jim, “what’s that all about?”
“Haven’t you been listening?” Moira said. “The new rules
pigeonhole both advisers and investors. Advisers are able to talk
to us in general terms and supply basic product information. That
is called Class advice. Most advisers will do that for nothing. If
we want our adviser to take into account our personal circumstances and investment risk tolerance, then we automatically
move up to the next service level, called Personalised Service.”
“If an adviser can provide Class advice for free, why would
they then charge for Personalised advice?” asked Jim.
“Because the new rules require the adviser to prepare a written report taking all our circumstances into account. It is obvious that as the level of service increases, so would the charges,”
Moira replied.
“Crikey,” said Jim, “I am confused”.
“If you keep saying that I will ship you off to a rest home
quick smart,” Moira retorted.
A copy of Peter Hensley’s disclosure statement is available on
request and is free of charge.
Copyright © Peter J. Hensley June 2011
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ew Zealand may be the world’s
largest dairy producer, but the
Americans are making power from
hay that the cows ate while the sun shone.
The back end of a cow provides the
front end of the green-energy business
that Kevin Maas is slowly expanding in
the United States. With missionary zeal,
he and his brother Daryl build modest
electricity-producing projects that help
family-owned dairy farms preserve their
key role in the agricultural ecosystem.
Their company, Farm Power, turns
manure into electricity, fertilizer and
bacteria-free animal bedding in Washington state. Another plant is slated to
break ground in a few weeks, and two are
planned in neighbouring Oregon.
The technology is fairly simple. What’s
hard about a manure digester is linking
farmers, bankers, regulators, environmentalists and utilities.
“An urban liberal would get laughed
off the farm” for trying to convince riskaverse dairymen they can save money
while benefiting the environment, says
the lanky, bearded 35-year-old.
But with rural roots, as well as an MBA,
Maas seems uniquely suited to the task.
“Whether anyone else could have
carried this off I don’t know,” says Don
Wick, executive director of the local Economic Development Association. “I had
to admire their tenacity and boldness.
They really believed in this.”
Maas’ fervent push for digesters grew
from seeing family dairy farms slowly
disappearing, despite their central place
in the farm economy as sources of yearround jobs, natural local fertilizer and, of
course, milk. His uncle recently gave up
on dairy farming.
“It’s tragic,” Maas says.
He himself has never milked a cow,
though he raised a calf as a school project. Still, growing up in Mount Vernon,
both he and his younger brother worked
summers for nearby farmers who grew
everything from tulips and blueberries
to spinach and hay. Their parents came
from farm families, as did many friends
at Mount Vernon Christian School.
“There were a lot more farms and a lot
more cows” back then, Maas says. “At
that point everybody milked 30, 40, 50
cows. ... Now you can’t make a middleclass income with that.”

Even dairies with several hundred
cows are being squeezed by urban sprawl,
environmental regulations and spiking feed
costs. Adding electricity to the mix of farm
products can help them survive, Maas says.
Yet Washington, with nearly 500 dairy
farms, has only five digesters.
Maas was teaching high-school history
in southwest Minnesota when he saw
farmers setting up wind turbines on their
land to generate electricity and supplement their income.
“It was really exciting to see these $2
million projects going in, and local guys
owned them,” Maas says. He and his
brother tried to get a wind project going
on their uncle’s farm but lacked the
financial savvy.
So he enrolled for an MBA programme
in sustainable business. Farm Power’s
business plan was his final project at the
school. Daryl, after finishing a tour in
the Air Force, joined him in 2007 to form
Farm Power. That first digester wasn’t
easy. “It took us two and a half years from
when we started the company to when we
made the first kilowatt-hour,” says Maas,
who is Farm Power’s president.
Working through environmental regulations, utility contracts and bank-loan
requirements was one challenge; persuading farmers to get on board was another.
“Dairy farmers are very nervous about
somebody showing up and telling them
there’s a better way,” says Daryl, Farm
Power’s CEO, who now lives in Redding,
California.
Maas was confident Farm Power could
pull it off, but “there were times that
were a little scary” – like discovering the
utility lines to deliver their electricity to
Puget Sound Energy would require a sixfigure upgrade.
Two adjacent dairy farmers, who milk
1,200 cows, agreed to supply the manure.
Farm Power’s initial project opened in
August 2009.
Now a large red generator hums loudly
inside a spartan metal building. Brightyellow pipes feed in methane gas that
rises off the digester’s sealed outdoor pool
of slurried cow manure.
Burning that potent greenhouse gas,
Farm Power’s Mount Vernon and Lynden
generators produce enough electricity for
about 1,000 homes. The methane kept
out of the atmosphere equals the annual

greenhouse-gas emissions of 3,000 cars.
The digesters also yield nutrient-rich
liquid fertilizer and pathogen-free fibre
– straw and such that survived the cows’
digestive process – that the farmers use
for bedding in their dairy barns. The two
Mount Vernon farms save about $100,000
a year because they don’t need to buy straw
or sawdust for cow bedding, Maas says.
“It’s just a big old circle. And when it’s
done right, that circle is very beneficial to
us,” says Jason Vander Kooy, the 35-yearold farmer whose dairy sits north of the
Mount Vernon digester. “We’re very
happy with it.”
The firm sells electricity to power
companies, supported by utility customers who voluntarily pay extra subsidies
to help sustainable energy projects. Farm
Power also sells carbon offsets, which
help pay off its loans while enabling
other companies to claim credit for the
greenhouse-gas reductions.
Maas layers a variety of funding
sources for each digester, which typically
costs $3 million. The first 10 or 20 percent
comes from investors; most of the rest
comes from bank financing guaranteed
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Farm Power last fall raised about
$750,000 in a private stock offering.
Rather than trying to tap big money from
the big city, “We are funded Midwestern
style, by middle-class investors, mostly
right in the area,” says Maas. Those 58
investors recently got a small dividend as
Farm Power reported its second annual
profit, but it plows most of its earnings
back into the business.

The firm sells
electricity to
power companies,
supported by
utility customers
who voluntarily
pay extra
subsidies to
help sustainable
energy projects
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Epson Workforce® Printers
Superior Performance from 6 NEW Superior Office Printers.
Reach new heights of productivity - the new Epson WorkForce range of all-in-ones. Take the Epson WorkForce 633 - blazing 38ppm1
print speeds, paper-saving two-sided printing, 30-page Automatic Document Feeder makes for fast copying, scanning or faxing.
Extra High-capacity cartridges let you print twice as much2 and a 250-sheet paper tray means no re-loading paper in the middle of a job.
Built-in high speed Wi-Fi networking makes wireless printing from multiple PCs simple. And with 70% less power than laser printers,
all this superior performance won’t cost you more. The new WorkForce all-in-one range from Epson – there’s one for you.
For more information visit www.epson.com.au and www.epson.co.nz

EPSON. ENGINEERED FOR BUSINESS.

See www.epson.com.au for details. 2Get about two times more prints per 140 Black ink cartridge compared with our 138 Black ink cartridge.
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Logitech diNovo Mini
This palm-sized mini-keyboard makes it easy to download movies to your computer and
watch them on your big screen. Control is in your hands with a dual-purpose ClickPad that
works as a touch pad and a directional pad. You’ll save time and money with rechargeable
Li-ion batteries that last up to a month between charges. The keyboard is small enough
to fit comfortably in your hand, making it a space-saving choice for your living room.
Backlighting lets you see what you’re typing—even in low light. The backlight color
changes depending on whether you’re in cursor or media-control mode.
www.logitech.com

BlackBerry
Bold Touch 9900
Reach out and touch your information
like never before, swiping, pinching and
zooming with fluid Liquid Graphics on a
touch screen. Or type with ease using the iconic
BlackBerry QWERTY keyboard. BlackBerry 7 OS
brings you the ultimate performance you expect in a
new BlackBerry Bold. Powerful, high fidelity browsing,
separate personal-life and work-life content, voice enabled
searches, plus additional personal and productivity apps.
Get things done with a 1.2 GHz processor, 8 GB of
onboard memory, 720p HD video recording, dual-band
Wi-Fi, a built-in compass (magnetometer) and Near
Field Communication (NFC) technology. It’s the
definitive BlackBerry smartphone.
www. blackberry.com

Sony S1/S2
Sony Tablet is equipped with the latest Android 3.0 which is designed for devices with
larger screen sizes, particularly tablets. Both tablets are WiFi and WAN (3G/4G) compatible
and users can not only browse the internet or check e-mail but they can also smoothly
access digital content including videos, games and books through Sony’s premium network
services and more, on-the-go at any time. S1 has a 9.4-inch display for enjoying the web
and rich content on a large screen. Its off-center of gravity design realizes stability and
ease of grip as well as a sense of stability and lightness, offering comfortable use for hours.
S2 has two 5.5-inch displays that can be folded for easy portability. In contrast to existing
tablets, its unprecedented dual screen presentation and usability allows its displays to be
combined and used as a large screen or for different functions such as playing video on one
screen while showing control buttons on the other.
www.sony.com
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Eee Pad Transformer
With a super slim profile of only 12.98mm thick in
a frame that weighs only 680g, the ASUS Eee Pad
Transformer is comfortable to hold from any position.
Powered by the NVIDIA Tegra 2 dual-core processor,
the Transformer browses the web at blazing speeds,
providing a snappier response time and better
performance when multi-tasking. An IPS Panel made
from durable and scratch-resistant glass is viewable
at angles up to 178°, and produces a crisper and more
accurate color range by up to 50% when compared
to other tablets in the market. A 5MP rear- and 1.2MP
front-facing camera can shoot and record HD video,
which can be played back in stunning 1080p. The
Transformer sets itself apart from other tablets on the
market by featuring an optional docking station. This
provides access to a full QWERTY keyboard along
with unique Android Function keys, turning the tablet
Transformer into a full-fledged notebook.
www.asus.com

Sagemcom Sixty
A perfect inclusion for your home with a touch of creativity,
the Sixty brings together a truly retro design look with the
latest DECT cordless phone technology. A true decorative
piece, the Sixty consists of a base containing a touch dial
placed around a reverse video Dot matrix screen (white on
black background) and a wireless handset with a 10 hour
communication standby battery life, and with a radio range
of up to 300 m indoors. This contemporary reinterpretation
of the historical S63 model, is an ingenious merging
of elegance, originality and simplicity. And, in perfect
harmony with its vintage profile, the Sagemcom Sixty offers
10 ringtones, including an “Old school” Hi Fi ringtone, an
exact reproduction of the original ring ring.
www.sagemcom.com

Just Different
Hugo Boss are releasing a new men's
fragrance worldwide this month, Just
Different, in a campaign spearheaded by
actor and musician Jared Leto. Described
as a "classical, fresh, masculine Fougère
fragrance type", the team who designed it
believe they've hit their target of creating
"a surprising new scent that leaves you
invigorated, curious and ready to see things
differently". Test it at a Hugo Boss fragrance
stockist near you, and watch the TV ad here
if you are curious:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IiRG7SjZeBw

Piaget
Altiplano watch
Timeless purity and classicism converge
in this ultra-thin white-gold timepiece, which
pays homage to the elegance and refinement
characteristic of Piaget. In a resolutely minimalistic
spirit reflected by the highly contemporary dimensions
of the Altiplano, Piaget continues to push back the limits
of micromechanics by achieving two new records in the
field of ultra-thin watches: thanks to its micro-rotor principle,
that of the thinnest self-winding mechanical movement on
the market measuring just 2.35 mm thick; and that of the
thinnest watch in its category, with a thickness of 5.25
mm. The silver-coloured dial, arranged on three levels,
is also highly refined with its small-seconds display
at 4 o’clock. A truly modern classic that is both
sober and elegant.
www.piaget.com
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HAVE YOU QR’D YET?
WORDS BY SHAN LI

S

uddenly, they’re popping up
everywhere – those square, futuristic-looking matrixes that appear
to be a cross between abstract art and
Rorschach tests.
You’ll find them in the corner of newspaper and magazine ads, in department
store aisles, on product displays, price
tags and even For Sale signs in front of
some homes. Giant-size versions have
shown up on billboards.
Called quick response codes, or simply
QRs, they’re the barcodes for the digital age – but ones that convey far more
information, and which can be scanned
by consumers with smartphones and tablet computers to open a Web page, play a
video or even place a call.
The technology has been around
for years, but only recently has it been
embraced by retailers and other companies looking for fresh ways to connect
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with customers. The number of QR scans
in the US recorded by the industry’s leading code maker has soared to 2 million a
month, nearly double the rate last year,
and up from 80,000 a month in 2009.
“Advertisers are regarding them as` the
hottest new tool of mobile advertising,”
says Colin Gibbs, an analyst at research
group GigaOm Pro. “They love QRs
because they’re cheap and easy to deploy,
and you can put them anywhere from
print ads to the back of stadium seats.”
In the US, department store chain
Macy’s has QRs displayed throughout
its stores, with signs giving step-by-step
instructions on how they’re used. Shoppers who aim their smartphones’ cameras
at the codes get videos – on their phone
screens – of makeup guru Bobbi Brown
dispensing application tips or Martha
Stewart dishing out decorating advice.
Customers at Home Depot get on-the-

spot access to how-to guides and videos.
Miller Beer put QRs on Lite Beer cans for
a summer promotion. Gap Inc., Target
Corp., Starbucks Corp. and Ford Motor
Co. have used them in advertising.
Real estate company Re/Max International uses QRs to give prospective home
buyers information not only about a
house, but also neighbourhoods and local
schools.
QRs were invented in the mid-1990s in
Japan, where smartphones gained early
acceptance, and where companies such
as McDonald’s Corp. have long stamped
them on hamburger wrappers.
Their widespread adoption elsewhere
has paralleled the growth of smartphones
and tablets with high-quality cameras
and apps; Nielsen Co. projects that about
half of all people will own smartphones
by year’s end.
Consumer awareness still lags behind.

Only 5 percent of total smartphone owners in the United States have scanned a
QR, according to Forrester Research. But
it’s on a sharp curve upward. About 25
percent of Android phone owners and 7
percent of iPhone users tried out a QR
in the second quarter of 2010, and that
number is expected to rise this year, Forrester says.
Still, QRs remain a mystery to many
– including some who grew up in the
digital age.
Identical twins Matt and Adam Rinne,
32, were puzzling over the squares on a
recent afternoon at a shopping mall. Most
of the higher-priced gadgets in the store,
including laptops and cameras, had codes
stamped onto their tags.
“I’ve seen these things everywhere,”
said Adam, who like his brother is a
personal trainer. “I consider myself somewhat tech savvy, and I still have no idea
what they are.”
Home Depot America, which began
putting QRs in stores and on ads in
March, is betting that people will soon
learn. “This is where other large retailers
are heading,” says Tom Sweeney, senior
director for online strategy at the home
improvement chain. “We wanted to make
sure we were in line with the retail world.
It’s definitely coming into its own and
becoming a more prevalent way for retailers to connect broadly and engage with
customers.”
Small businesses have gotten on board
as a cost-effective way of marketing to
consumers.
Joe’s Jeans, a clothing retailer based in
California, will roll out displays with QR
codes at its 20 shops in coming weeks.
“They’ll link to our social media sites,
have contact info and eventually productspecific info,” company spokesman
Robert Muzingo says.
For privacy advocates, however, QRs
are one more source of concern. That’s
because the codes don’t just impart
information, they can also collect data
on where and when a QR was scanned.
They can, in some cases, even latch on
to the phone user’s name, age and other
personal information.
“Theoretically, over time companies
can build up their database and amass a
collection of information that leads to a
profile of who I am and what I buy,” said

Julie Ask, a mobile marketing analyst at
Forrester.
The digital cognoscenti don’t appear
to be concerned. For now, knowing how
to break the QR code is akin to being a
member a hip underground club.
Lady Gaga has partnered with Starbucks for a promotion that’s triggered
by scanning QRs on signs in the coffee
shops. Some trendy bars are putting them
on drink glasses. Using free sites that
generate the codes, some people have put
QRs on business cards, which are linked
to their Facebook pages, resumes or contact information.
Levi Smith, owner of a tattoo parlour,
has been inking QR codes onto customers since March.
“If I want a tattoo memorial to my
family, I don’t want to devote a quarter of
my body to listing my family members,”
Smith says. “You can put an incredible
amount of information on the QR codes
and save space.”
One bakery offered Easter and Mother’s
Day cakes this year that came emblazoned with edible QR codes linked to
such things as blossoming flowers and a
teddy bear that opens and closes its arms.

n Scan this image using an Android, iPhone,
Nokia or other barcode-enabled smartphone,
and see how it works for yourself. If your phone
does not have a QR reader already loaded, the
software is usually free from various app stores.

Still, many do not yet know the QR
club’s secret handshake.
At the El Capitan Theatre in Hollywood
recently, dozens of twenty- and thirtysomethings queued up to see the latest
Pirates of the Caribbean movie. Placards
passed through the crowd urged patrons
to scan the large QRs on them. Those who
did, they said, would get free popcorn.
No one took out a phone.
One young woman, dressed as a pirate
wench, held up one of the placards.
“Uh, what the heck is this?” she asked.

Real estate company Re/Max International
uses QRs to give prospective home buyers
information not only about a house, but also
neighbourhoods and local schools
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FREE WI-FI CAN COST YOU
WORDS BY JOSH NOEL/CHICAGOTRIBUNE

A

fter oxygen, your wallet
and cell phone, nothing is more
vital to the business traveler than
wireless Internet. It is our connection to
work, home, fantasy sports teams and
shopping. On the hotel, cafe or convention centre networks, we flip through our
online tasks with nary a care. But a care
would be a good idea.
Jason Glassberg, co-founder of Casaba
Security, a technology security
company, says the hazards
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associated with public Wi-Fi networks
are so numerous that he does not log
on to them; he connects to the Internet
through his iPhone. When he must access
the Internet on a public network, he does
so through a virtual private network VPN in industry speak - that allows him
to encrypt his data through a personal
server back home.
“A personal level of encryption definitely makes me feel safer, but I’m probably more paranoid than most.”
Though Glassberg doesn’t encourage
everyone to be as cautious as he, he does
say the average road warrior needs to pay
closer attention to Internet habits.
Q: How safe are public wireless
networks?
A: There are basically two kinds:
unsecured and secured. An unsecured
has no log-in, no password and nothing
is encrypted. Those are the most dangerous; if they’re free for you, they’re
free for anybody, and anybody can
be on them, looking for people
doing online transactions.
You should never enter
bank account information on that. A secured
network makes it harder, but
it’s not the biggest deterrent.
It’s another step someone
would have to go through,
so they’ll probably go for
one that doesn’t have a
password first.
Q: Would you
personally enter
banking information on a secured
network?
A: It’s a bit
safer, but if I
didn’t have to do
it, I wouldn’t do it.
Q: Is Internet information theft usually a
crime of opportunity?
A: It’s the car-thief anal-

ogy: If someone’s targeting your car,
they’ll find a way to get in. Similarly, if
someone is targeting you or your business, they’ll probably find a way to get
in. But a lot of time, people are looking
for people who let their guard down. You
don’t want to be the guy out there laying
yourself bare.
Q: How easy is it to pick off information from someone on a public network?
A: Very easy. The largest theft of credit
card information was by a guy sitting in
a parking lot, picking up the information
through an unsecured network. He was
able to pick up passwords and start his
hack. People with virtually no skill can
collect the data.
Q: Do you need to be more cautious of a public network at, say, a
chain hotel in a major city than a rural
bed-and-breakfast?
A: Cybercrime is an equal-opportunity pain. It boils down to who’s doing
what, when and where. In the middle of
nowhere Iowa, maybe people are bored
and pass the time this way. It’s easy to do
with tools that are very easy to acquire.

TIPS FROM JASON GLASSBERG
00Be sure any sensitive information
is sent on websites beginning with
https, not just http. The “s” is proof
of a security certificate.
00Be aware of the kind of network
you’re joining. A WEP network is
least secure. WPA and WPA2 networks are more secure.
00Be sure file sharing and printer
sharing are turned off on your
laptop.
00Run up-to-date anti-virus software
and a firewall on your computer.
00Do as little banking and make as few
sensitive transactions as possible on
public networks; do these instead on
your phone, which is safer.

we protect your digital worlds
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The information age
THE INFORMATION

By James Gleick
Fourth Estate, $39.99
The Information is the kind of book Marshall McLuhan
might have written had he given up what Tom Wolfe called
his penchant for Delphic utterance. Whereas McLuhan, that
great media pundit of the sixties, wanted to tantalise us with
crypticism, Gleick wants to clarify the increasingly dense web
of information that surrounds like an electronic miasma – or
should that be perfume?
Gleick begins with Charles Babbage, that nineteenth century English Renaissance-style omni-competent genius and
concludes with the Internet. Like da Vinci, Babbage dared to
conceive and partially to construct a machine that lacked the
required technology to make it fully functional. That missing
technology was electricity and arguably his early calculating machine also needed the vacuum tubes that enabled the
world’s first true computers, Colossus and ENIAC to function,
plus that ubiquitous marvel of our age, the transistor. Babbage
had the bonus of encountering a young female mathematical
genius, called Ada Byron, daughter of the famous poet, Lord
Byron. This daring young woman, only in her twenties, would
sometimes rebuke the middle-aged Babbage for his tardiness
and his inaccuracy.
I expected Gleick to move to the telegraph (which of course
he does) but not before dazzling us with a chapter on African
talking drums which turn out to be one of the oldest ways to
send surprisingly complex messages from a distance. Bonfires
atop hill were the forerunner of the signaling telegraph which
reached its peak in Napoleonic France. All of these early
methods were overtaken by the electric telegraph which was
not invented by Morse, as is commonly believed, though certainly it was Morse who codified its use most universally. The
electric telegraph for the first time invented what Gleick aptly
names in chapter six as, “A Nervous System for the Earth”.
Analogies of the body’s electric circuits with the telegraph
foreshadow comments made by McLuhan many decades later.
All of this is by way of warmup for Gleick’s focus on Claude
Shannon, whom Gleick regards as the primary founder of modern information theory. Shannon’s pioneering work entitled The
Mathematical Theory of Communication shifted the emphasis
on meaning to the technology of its communication and its
reduction to transmittable bits. Though he never became a
household name, as did (say) Turing – his cracking of the Ger-
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man Enigma code is a story that has been often told – Gleick
evidently regards Shannon as the more historically important
theorist.
In chapter after erudite chapter, Gleick considers such
important information and mathematical thinkers as Norbert
Weiner, Douglas Hofstader, John Wheeler, Kurt Godel, John
Von Neumann and is also clearly fascinated by Borges’s early
science fiction story about an infinite library. Physically, such
a thing could not exist, though electronically, it can. We call it
Wikipedia and it is easily the largest encyclopaedia in history.
While admiring Gleick’s enormous scope – though he neglects
important figures in the history of cryptography such as Whitfield Diffie or Martin Hellman – he does not dare offer a long
distance view of the future. Today, this technological revolution
is happening so rapidly the future seems already to bedazzle us
in the present. Gleick is an upper middle brow populariser who
helps decode that relentless process that makes us feel we are
fast forwarding in a time machine.

RED COFFIN

By Sam Eastland
Faber & Faber, $39.99
Red coffin is the grisly name given to what was widely considered the most effective tank in the Second World War, the Russian T-34. It came from the fact that once the inside of the tank
was ignited by anti-tank fire, there was little chance the crew
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could escape. It was either destroy the enemy, or be incinerated. On the plus side, the 30-ton iron monster had wide tracks
which helped negotiate drifts of snow and a diesel engine which
meant it could function in temperatures which would paralyse
petrol-fueled tanks, as the Germans found out to their cost in
the first winter of the war as they stormed towards Moscow.
As with many a thriller, there is a mysterious murder (Colonel Nagorski, the red coffin designer) and a policeman resolved
to solve the murder – the highly capable Inspector
Pekkala who shrewdly discounts any ‘accident’ explanation. Pekkala used to work for the Tsar and his time of
service is captured in a series of vivid flashbacks which
threaten to overtake the main narrative in terms of interest – particularly when Pekkala is asked by the Tsarina to
investigate whether the Tsar has a mistress or not. Back
to the future, and Pekkala is now a favourite of Stalin,
with a shadow pass which bestows an almost invulnerable legal freedom to go wherever he likes with impunity – a spectacular privilege during such an oppressive
regime. Stalin, however reasonable he may appear in
the narrative, states that if only two per cent of (say) a million
arrests turn out to be genuine conspirators, then the operation
is justified.
The chilly presence of Stalin spikes up the narrative and
Pekkala shows great courage in standing up to the all-powerful
dictator in his pursuit of truth and justice. Pekkala’s resolve is
distracted when a colourful fellow called Alexander Kropotkin (not to be confused with the real life revolutionary Peter
Kropotkin), offers him a chance to leave Russia. Stalin isn’t
merely a mouthpiece of power or terror, he is brought vividly
into focus through his unique way of lighting cigarettes and his
curious habit of pocketing cigarette stubs. At this time, Stalin
was legitimately worried about provoking the Germans into an
invasion. The T-34 was seen as the primary weapon to repulse
anticipated German attack.
No contemporary thriller would be complete without its
female hero/antihero figure, here represented by Major Lysenkova who talks tough but is mistaken in her murder explanations. Later, she is forced to take up with Pekkala to save her
own skin. A truly sinister note is sounded by reference to a
notorious site for ghoulish human experimentation similar to
those documented in Japan and Germany where captives were
subjected to decompression or freezing, and hideous surgical
operations. My brief research indicates this was not a feature of
the communist regime though I could be wrong about this. The
horror of freezing aboard Siberia-bound trains leaving facial
imprints complete with eyebrows and shreds of beard is more
than enough to chill.
Apart from the tigery pace, Eastland can pen arresting
character descriptions – “the great dome of his head was like
a sphere of pink granite”, and “his face had been stretched
over an inverted triangle of wood, and so tightly that even the
slightest expression might tear the flesh from his bones”. All
in all, this is an excellent thriller that holds attention from
start to its gripping finish which involves – no surprise – a
T-34 tank and an as yet to be named Molotov cocktail. Bravo,
comrade!

REVIEW
Tell to Win: Connect, Persuade, and Triumph
with the Hidden Power of Story
By Peter Guber
Crown, 272 pages ($40)
Who’s Peter Guber? If you want to do a quick
Google search, please do. I’ll wait until you get
back. Finished? Guber’s carefully manicured
Wikipedia listing is on top, then some links
to this book, and some lectures and such.
Dig a little deeper and another story appears,
displaced from the top rankings, recounting
an interesting and diverse career with plenty
of ups, downs, miscues and missteps. There’s
also an Amazon.com link for an earlier book
– not by him – called Hit and Run, about the
reign of Guber and his former partner, Jon
Peters, atop Columbia Pictures. (The accompanying Amazon
reviews are laugh-out-loud hilarious, by the way.)
Guber also had a turn working with the late and legendary (and not always in a good way) Neil Bogart at Casablanca
Records, where his arrival appended “and Filmworks” to the
company’s nameplate. The pair enjoyed a rather colorful run,
producing successful movies and films along with the requisite number of flops and failures. Again, use Google if you’d
like to drill deeper into their colorful Casablanca curricula
vitae.
Despite – or because of – his contentious past, an older and
inevitably wiser Guber leveraged his experience (and wealth)
into a varied and rich career, twenty years on. He’s got plenty
of his own tales to tell, having evolved into a well-respected
entrepreneur, investor and pundit; you might have caught him
with editor and erstwhile executive Peter Bart on AMC’s nowcanceled “Sunday Shootout” gabfest.
The premise of this new book is that everyone loves a good
story, so it’s the perfect way to pitch anyone on anything.
It’s the perfect marketing tool. This is not new; I’ve read and
reviewed many other books saying exactly that.
What differentiates Guber’s rap is his inclusion of celebrities
(and others) from a diverse group of industries and professions – and their stories. He’s gathered tales from President Bill
Clinton, Deepak Chopra, Pat Riley, Steven Spielberg and many
other lesser-known lights.
Is there enough stuff here for us to use in our own careers
and lives? If so, how do we integrate Guber’s ideas and those
of his expert taletellers into what can we say and do to buy
and sell?
In this, you’re on your own. Though Guber doesn’t offer
step-by-step tips for doing so, there are enough examples
embedded throughout the text so that most of us can figure
out how to use storytelling to connect with people based
on their needs and our goals. Keeping it real is important, as
authenticity is always critical.
Reviewed by Richard Pachter
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About last night…

Rob Lowe talks to Mark Caro about his new autobiography,
and a possible political career

B

y the end of Rob Lowe’s Stories I Only Tell My
Friends, which on the surface traces the standard arc of a young actor who conquers demons
and grows up, one might be struck by a certain
impression:
This guy is running for office at some point.
“What made you wonder that, I wonder?” Lowe, whose gray
around the temples doesn’t nullify the boyishness of his face
and slim build, asks almost rhetorically over a double espresso
in the open lobby restaurant of his downtown hotel.
For one there’s the memoir’s comfortable, statesman-like
tone as he chronicles breaking into the ensemble of future stars
in Francis Ford Coppola”s The Outsiders (1983), through his
spotlight roles in St. Elmo’s Fire (1985) and About Last Night ...
(1986), and onto his later career revival as White House policy
wonk Sam Seaborn on The West Wing (1999-2003). He also had
become increasingly visible in politics, campaigning actively
for 1988 presidential candidate Michael Dukakis, before his
ahead-of-the-curve sex tape scandal sent him into an extended
period of lying low and rehabilitating both his image and
himself, the latter for alcoholism.
Then there’s that sepia-toned cover photo of the
47-year-old actor, his perfectly sculpted chin boasting a day or two’s stubble as he peers at you from
under cupped hands as if he’s Looking Into The
Future.
“Here’s the thing,” Lowe says, weighing this
evidence. “Not to be corny, I love my country,
and in my bones the reason I love The West
Wing is they got that right. There are kooks on
both sides, lots of them, but for the most part,
people who serve their country are decent
people aspiring to do great things for people.
I know that sounds unbelievably golly-geewhiz square, but it really is what I believe,
and if there was ever a way for me to fit into
that, it would be something that I would
really consider.”
Spoken like an expert politician.
Says Lowe: “I’ve seen people that I literally
know go into that world, make a difference
and love it, so it’s not an abstract
thing for me.”
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Asked whether he could see Lowe running for office, West
Wing creator Aaron Sorkin answers by email: “I’d vote for him
twice.”
Still, Lowe, a relaxed conversationalist with an easy smile and
blue eyes that really pop in person, stresses he had no political goals in mind while writing Stories I Only Tell My Friends
(which, if he’d had a strict copy editor at Henry Holt, would
have been called Stories I Tell Only My Friends – and, really, is
that “Only” even necessary?). He credits friend Mike Myers,
who had him cast in Wayne’s World (1992) and the Austin Powers movies, with encouraging his move into authorhood, and
says once he got started, he discovered his true motivation.
“I learned the real reason I was doing it was sort of to have
a manual for my (teenage) boys to understand dad, because I
know I would love to find that document (from my own father)
up in my attic somewhere,” Lowe reflects. “I don’t know if it’ll
be helpful to my sons, but there was a lot of that – and that was
triggered by the fact that at this moment they are the exact
same ages that I was when I first started on this road.”
Bold-faced names constantly pop
up in Lowe’s narrative. That friendly,
funny kid with “an almost robotic,
bloodless focus” at The Outsiders auditions turns out to be Tom Cruise. The
girl with famous brothers who was in
his first failed sitcom, A New Kind of
Family, turns out to be Janet Jackson.
When he visits a warehouse filled with model spaceships, he
discovers that work is being done for a movie called Star Wars.
Among the many other cameos: the Penn brothers (Sean and
Chris), the Sheen family (future West Wing co-star Martin and
sons Charlie Sheen and Emilio Estevez), Cary Grant, Sarah Jessica Parker and Class supporting player John Cusack.
Yet Lowe dishes almost no dirt. The most ire he expresses is
toward the magazine writer who derisively coined the phrase
“The Brat Pack” in what Lowe saw as a hatchet job, and the
actor not only doesn’t mention his name but offers to discuss
the conflict with him over dinner (as long as the writer pays).
Lowe says he was inspired by such memoirs as David Niven’s
The Moon’s a Balloon that deliver introspection and colourful
behind-the-scenes tales with affability rather than bile.
“Implicit is no one gets trashed,” Lowe says. “I think that
maybe it’s driven by publishers really, really so desperate to
make sure that books sell in this bad climate, but today there
has to be some big horrendous personal reveal and some big
score-settling, neither of which I was interested in.”
So he shrugs off the criticism of Entertainment Weekly’s
otherwise-positive review that he soft-pedals the sex scandal
and ignores more recent legal conflicts with household workers.
“That’s what Wikipedia’s for,” he says. “This is not Entertainment Weekly’s life story. This is my life story. Everything in it,
every event, is measured against the context of what it truly
meant to my life. So everything is in there with the correct
measure.”
Given the degree of respect he currently receives, Lowe’s
image-shaping instincts have proven savvy.
“He’s like a bad boy become elder statesman almost, and I

This is my life story. Everything in it, every event, is
measured against the context of what it truly meant to my
life. So everything is in there with the correct measure.”
think he’s doing it brilliantly,” says Bruce Bibby, who as Ted
Casablanca writes “The Awful Truth” gossip column for E!
Online. He notes that Hugh Grant’s escapade with a Hollywood
prostitute back in 1995 is still remembered, but “Rob Lowe?
Everyone has forgotten the sex tape.”
“Not a lot of teen idols grow up to be respected adult actors,
but Rob gave himself a second act and that’s as impressive as it
is uncommon,” Sorkin says. “Somewhere along the way he was
taught that if you fall down 10 times you get up 11, and that’s
what he’s done for 25 years.”
In print and in person, Lowe is self-effacing about his prettyboy image, saying that when he looks back on his old movies and photos, he thinks, “I wouldn’t have taken that person
seriously.”
“His good looks were indeed a drawback,” said Tim Kazurinsky, who recalled tweaking the script to About Last Night ...
with co-writer Denise DeClue to acknowledge Lowe’s “Adonis
problem.”
“We added a chunk of dialogue where (Jim) Belushi tells
Lowe that his good looks were a drawback and that girls don’t
like pretty boys; they go for ‘Neanderthal types,’” Kazurinsky
said. “Belushi tells Lowe, ‘Best thing that could happen to you is
an industrial accident.’”
Now he’s got a 306-page calling card to go along with his
body of screen work. Will he read the book’s reviews and take
them to heart?
“I’ve had enough character building in my lifetime that I’ve
dispensed with the notion that if you listen to the good ones,
you need to listen to the bad ones,” Lowe said. “I don’t listen to
the bad ones, and I take the good ones deeply to heart.”
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amy brooke

Few would now deny that our society
is disintegrating, thanks to a very large
extent not only to what has been taught,
but also withheld from so many of our
young during their wasted years of schooling
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The wrong sort of tolerance

A

little way back in the 90s,
Bernard Levin, the fine Times columnist who visited New Zealand,
observed that the trade of catering to taste at
a low level was in full swing.
Further back in the mid-70s, while Phil
Amos was Minister of Education, a determined push came from his ministry to
remove the teaching of values in schools,
while a disturbingly sexualised education
curriculum was pushed on all students –
deliberately “valueless”, as, according to its
promoters’ statements, in our supposedly
“pluralistic” society, no group has any right
to “inflict” their values on others.
What these weasel words meant of course
was that their own “values”, consisting of
the very lack of values which furthered their
own agenda, would be substituted. And we
should not deceive ourselves about this – a
society which does not share common values
is one programmed to fragment into social
confusion and, essentially, moral collapse.
Although in recent decades the very
concept of moral standards has been either
ignored or ridiculed by those with a strong
interest in doing so, a valueless or amoral
society is inevitably on the path to disintegration. The law of consequences has its own
inevitability.
Arguably, given the proliferation of crime;
organised gangs; crammed jails; emptyheaded boy racers and binge-drinking
students; drunken jungles on our Saturday
night streets; the drug culture; teenage
sexual precociousness…we are well and
truly on our way. And no, the answer isn’t
found in clichéd suggestions such as making

alcohol more expensive – although those
politicians who advocated lowering the
drinking age should be answerable for their
sheer stupidity.
It’s been well said that language is a crucial
index of the health of a society. Shouldn’t
we then begin to object to the kind of
casual vulgarity permeating the media and
entertainment world, its users not so much
setting out to shock – (with the usual exceptions, such as the British metal group called
Cradle of Filth, promoting hooded tops
with profane references to Christ and highly
sexualised images of a nun) – as revealing
they have no awareness of how degraded
their personal use of language has become.
In spite of their ignorance, or perverseness,
standards actually still exist – even if only
a minority retains them – not as artificial
impositions but as the very important binding which holds a society together.
Moreover, few would now deny that our
society is disintegrating, thanks to a very
large extent not only to what has been
taught, but also withheld from so many
of our young during their wasted years of
schooling. The success of our educationists
can be measured in the poorly spoken, semiliterate, profoundly ignorant and basically
empty-headed Saturday-nighters leaving
their trail of vomit and worse in shop doorways. In a column whose headline reflects
the degradation of language, former editor
and political lobbyist Richard Long writes of
“the scourge of the teenage nutters.” Nutters, posh, flash, boobs, pissed…and so on,
such casual vulgarities once were given the
thumbs down in reputable daily publica-
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tions. For, as the prescient George Orwell argued, the fight
against bad English is not frivolous – our lives are determined
in root and essence by language.
The bewildered might well have expected our schools to
encourage young New Zealanders towards a love of the best,
including our language, and an intolerance of the crude,
the second-rate – knowing that our great writers and thinkers opened doors to other worlds of learning and knowledge
beyond our personal experience, to the imaginative perception
of those complex worlds far beyond our own.
What excuse do we have then for casually accommodating
teachers whose own language and presentation is offensive
to those with standards? Assessing a senior student’s body of
substandard work at the request of his concerned mother and
finding the F-word liberally strewn throughout, I discovered
that his teacher had no objection – she herself habitually used
this adjective in class. Boring was how he summed up his English lessons.
Boring… One suspects boredom plays a very large part in the
nationwide epidemic of alcoholism, drug taking, and sexual
opportunism. Our schools actually promote the inanities of
the pop rock world and its largely trashy music, replacing the
enthusiastic teaching of worthwhile subjects genuinely valuable
to our adolescents. The “valueless” harvest deliberately sown
is being reaped. We are facing the consequences in so many
under-extended, empty-headed young – not all – but enough to
cause us considerable problems.
That a low-grade media and entertainment industry have
fostered the plummeting of standards is recognized in British
Prime Minister David Cameron’s backing of plans to shield
children from the spread of sexualised imagery, restricting virtually pornographic pop videos to later television slots and recommending that magazines with explicitly sexualised images
be covered up on stands. Predictably the first outcry will be
from the media, if a Christchurch female columnist’s reaction
is anything to go …“loathing the pledge American evangelicals
make to keep their virginity until marriage”.
So what of our children, more than ever under attack,
their extraordinary capacity for real learning at a young age
untapped, particularly those from homes with very little going
for them for whom thorough, rigorous teaching would achieve
so much? What of the part-Maori children now forced to be
hemmed in by the restrictions of Te Reo immersion, a politicized capture of the young?
What of the sexualised clothing now being aimed at girls at
pre-teen level? The deriding of conservative parents; of Sunday
schools teaching the values of Christianity, stressing the importance of choices, of the reality of both good and evil underpinning this world? What of the vicious bullying in schools favouring the bully at the expense of the victim?
What of the attack against a supposed “intolerance” which
legitimately questions today’s inappropriate propagandising of
children, the aggressive promoting of a now active homosexual
school culture where defenceless students are manipulated into
“Gays and Straights” groupings ; where recruiting teachers and
visiting homosexual campaigners are treated as admirable?
The bludgeon of “tolerance” is now used to invoke support by

intimidating those with every right to question what is utterly
inappropriate – targeting teenagers at a highly susceptible time
of their lives when so many often have crushes on someone of
their own sex, a stage of biological immaturity most successfully leave behind.
The virtual bullying of concerned parents and others voicing disquiet at this insidious recruiting cleverly brands them as
“homophobic” – to silence them, leaving so many youngsters
unprotected. Promoting sexual activity and a supposed “sexual
diversity” should have no place in our schools.
The decline of our society to the point where murder is now
commonplace; where abortions are compulsorily tax-payer
funded – rather than regarded as a sickening form of homicide;
to where a vicious and predatory drag culture is flourishing,
and where the notion of “tolerance” is manipulated as a means
of avoiding moral questions (or has become a form of mental
laziness) now needs open debate.
Our survival ultimately depends upon the truth of things – the
truth of words. The deliberate misuse of these as weapons, and
the degrading and distortions of our language, are part of the illness of our times. What if it is terminal…?
© Amy Brooke
www.amybrooke.co.nz
www.100days.co.nz
www.summersounds..co.nz
http://www.livejournal.com/users/brookeonline/
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the question

matt flannagan

It would be wrong and criminal for a
private citizen to take another person’s
property by force – even if they believed
the money was going to a worthy cause.
However, Governments do this all the time
when they impose taxes
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Pacifism and just wars

C

omedian Bill Maher recently
berated Christians for being
hypocrites for supporting military
action against terrorists in his “New Rules”
segment on the U.S. TV show Real Time.
Maher scathingly contended that this support contradicted Christ’s clear teaching; he
said, “nonviolence was kind of Jesus’ trademark. Kind of his big thing. To not follow
that part of it is like joining Greenpeace and
hating whales.”
Jesus, Maher contended, was a pacifist;
“Jesus lays on that hippie stuff pretty thick.
He has lines like, “do not repay evil with
evil,” and “do not take revenge on someone
who wrongs you.” Here Maher was citing
from Romans 12, where Paul formulated
Christ’s teaching about loving one’s enemies.
In this passage Paul commanded people to
“bless those who persecute them,” they are
forbidden to “repay evil for evil” and are
commanded to “not take revenge” but to
“leave room for God’s wrath. For it is written, ‘Vengeance belongs to me. I will pay
them back’.”
After saying this Maher quipped, “the next
line isn’t ‘and if that doesn’t work, send a
titanium fanged dog to rip his nuts off’.” The
irony is that Maher clearly had not bothered
to actually read the next line; Romans 13
states that the “governing authorities” are
“established by God”; one is morally bound
to submit to rulers because “rulers do not
bear the sword for no reason. They are God’s
servants, agents of wrath to execute vengeance upon evil doers”.
The Greek words for evil, wrath, and vengeance are the same in both Romans 12 and

13. Paul is stating that the very things Christians are forbidden to do with regard to not
repaying evil for evil, are precisely what the
State has been given the legitimate authority
and right to do.
Paul here elaborates the basic premise
that moral theologians appeal to to reject
pacifism and to support the claim that war
can be just under certain circumstances.
The premise is that a government has the
right and duty to use force to uphold within
the geographical area over which it has
jurisdiction.
If a criminal attempts to rape or kill
people within the geographical realm over
which a government has authority then
the government can justifiably use force to
prevent this. And it can also use force to try
and punish anyone who does these things;
hence, the existence of a legislature, police
force, courts and prisons. Just War theorists
simply note that there seems no reason why
this would not extend to when the person
committing the offence is a soldier from
another country as opposed to a domestic
criminal.
These theorists argue that for a war to be
just it must meet 6 requirements;
1. It must be fought for a just cause and aim;
2. It must be prosecuted by someone with the
lawful authority to do so;
3. It must be a last resort;
4. There must be a reasonable chance of success in prosecuting the aims;
5. The cost incurred by going to war must
not be greater than the evil being opposed;
6. The force used in prosecuting the war
must be both proportionate and dis-
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criminate (force must be aimed at combatants rather than
non-combatants)
These criteria are based on reflection on the circumstances in
which governments are permitted to use force to uphold justice
in general. The first two criteria read together, it must be fought
for a just cause by someone with the lawful authority to do so,
reflects the notion that private citizens do not have a right to
pass laws binding on all New Zealand citizens and back these
up with force – only the government can do this. It is only morally permissible for the government to do this when it does so to
uphold justice–to protect people living within its borders from
injustice and to punish those guilty of crimes. Governments
do not have the right to take people’s life, liberty or property at
whim.
The idea of war being a “last resort” in criteria 3) is simply an
extension of principles of normal governance. The police generally do not use force unless arrest is resisted. If they are dealing
with a hostage situation, they try to negotiate with the hostage
taker first. However, in the world we live in, hostage takers
sometimes start shooting, people refuse to come quietly and
threaten the police or the safety of the local population; force
then becomes regrettably necessary and justified.
We see the criteria in 4) in normal governance contexts; the
government should not authorise force, even to prosecute a just
cause, unless it believes there is a reasonable chance of success
in doing so.
The same is true with criteria 5); the cost incurred by going to
war must not be greater than the evil being opposed. There are
plenty of unjust actions that governments do not criminalise
or aggressively prosecute precisely because the evils of doing so
are greater than simply tolerating the offence. It is unjust to be
lied to. It is unjust for people to give insults. It does not follow
that the government should invest time and resources trying to
prevent this through legislation and enforcement. Police often
refuse to prosecute offences they consider trivial or not worth
police time and resources; they limit their focus to what is serious. War is not in a special category here.
Finally we reach 6), the idea that any violence used must be
proportionate and discriminate. If a state uses violence justly
then the force used will be proportionate to the injustice being
rectified. A just government imposes more severe coercive penalties on a premeditated killer than they do against a teenager
who smashes windows. While someone smashing my windows
is engaging in unjust aggression against my property, the force
used to stop this should be more measured than that employed
against a hostage situation where the criminal has started killing hostages.
In the same way the state has the right to use force against
criminals and not innocent people, Paul’s contention was that
the government “are God’s servants, agents of wrath to bring
punishment on the wrongdoer”. When functioning as God’s
servant, “rulers hold no terror for those who do right, but for
those who do wrong”. Governments can justly use force against
people engaging in aggression against citizens but not against
third parties who are not complicit in this aggression.
Of course, no war ever meets these criteria perfectly but
neither does any court system, legislature or police force. Even

in a relatively just society courts make mistakes and innocent
people go to jail; sometimes armed police mistakenly shoot the
wrong person. Even in a relatively just society there are corrupt
police and judges. However, none of this inclines us to reject
the idea that a government has the right and duty to use force
to uphold justice within the geographical area over which it has
jurisdiction. We accept that people are fallible. We expect that
governments should take reasonable precautions to avoid such
errors and that rules governing investigation, evidence, corruption and so on will be put in place and honest attempts will be
made to enforce them. We know that, despite this, the system
will still fail on occasion and innocent people will be harmed
and we accept this as collateral damage. We don’t demand an
end to courts, police or legislation; we should take the same
approach to war.
What then of Jesus’ teaching to “love your enemies” and on
“turning the other cheek”? What about what Paul said? “Bless
those who persecute you”, “do not repay evil for evil”, “If it is
possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone”, “Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with
good” and “Do not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave
room for God’s wrath, for it is written: ‘It is mine to avenge; I
will repay,’ says the Lord.” Are we to reject these?
Let’s look closer. Paul juxtaposed these passages side by side
with passages that state the “rulers do not bear the sword for
no reason. They are God’s servants, agents of wrath to execute
vengeance upon evil doers”. He used the same phrases in each,
which suggests he meant to make a distinction between the
duty of the private citizen and the duty of the State.
Outside the discussion of war this distinction is common
place. It would be wrong and criminal for a private citizen to
take another person’s property by force–even if they believed
the money was going to a worthy cause. However, Governments
do this all the time when they impose taxes. It would be wrong
for me to lay down laws for my neighbour to obey and then
deprive her of her liberty if she fails to comply; this would constitute blackmail and kidnapping. Yet governments lay down
laws for others and incarcerate criminals who do not comply
with them. Governments hold a monopoly on certain uses of
force, and hence, have rights to use force that private citizens
do not. The fact that citizens have duties to refrain from certain
forms of violence, force and retribution does not mean that the
government has the same duty.
When Paul summarised Christ’s teachings and told his followers to not get revenge he provided a reason. He stated, “Do
not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for God’s
wrath, for it is written: “It is mine to avenge; I will repay.” We
are not to use force and violence to seek justice because we do
not have the authority to, only God does. However, in the next
verse, Paul tells us that God has delegated this authority to
governments.
Hence, the instruction he gives to Christians in virtue of their
status as individuals for refraining from such actions does not
apply to the State. Christians who accept that the State can, on
occasion, use force, violence and even kill to uphold justice are
not, as Maher contends, “just ignoring” and “lawyering the Bible”,
they are, in fact, reading it in context.
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